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Summary
This is the practical assignment version 1.8 (September 2002) for the GIAC Firewall
Certification (GCFW).
The topics covered are:
•
•
•

The security architecture of GIAC Enterprises, an imaginary company dealing
with the on-line sale of fortune cookie sayings
The security policy and a tutorial about implementing the border router, the
firewall and the VPNs for GIAC Enterprises
The description of a security audit for this company

•

The description of an attack against a network architecture previously posted at
GIAC for this same certification.

1 Assignment 1 - Security Architecture
1.1 Introduction
GIAC Enterprises is a successful company in the selling of fortune cookies sayings. The
''secret'' of the GIAC Enterprises' success is their large collection of fortunes. Until
recently the business was done by means of phone calls, fax, paper mail and direct selling
''over the counter'' in the GIAC Enterprises shop.
Few months ago GIAC Enterprises signed several large contracts with important
international companies in the fortune cookies sayings business.
Studies made internally by the members of the board of GIAC Enterprises shown that the
new contracts would dramatically increase the number of distant customers and suppliers.
This would lead to possible openings of new shops worldwide. The quantity of paper
work due to fax and mail that GIAC Enterprises' employees would have to do would
increase accordingly. An improvement in the way the data flow is to be treated and
contacts between different entities of GIAC Enterprises is badly needed.
Several solutions for improvement of the way the business is run were proposed. The
only solution permitting further evolution, reasonably fast to implement and most
compatible with the business partners' solutions is: going on-line.
The opening of an on-line business would have to take into account some general
guidelines:
•
•
•
•

Internet is insecure;
''traditional'' operations must continue at any cost, they are the basis of the
contracts that were signed;
GIAC Enterprises is still a small company with limited budget;
going on-line is a new experience for the company, risks must not be taken.

To implement the solution the GIAC Enterprises would hire a project manager who
would be in charge with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the security policy;
the design of the security architecture;
the contact with the technical teams of the partners for agreement on technologies
and protocols to use;
the coordination of the development of new applications, if required;
the team that implements the security architecture and administer it afterward;
the organization of regular audits of the architecture.

The following lines will describe the steps and the means to use to implement a security
architecture for GIAC Enterprises.

1.2 Business operations
The GIAC Enterprises' way of doing its ''traditional'' business has well proved its
qualities. Meanwhile, implementing a new network architecture could have side effects
over the present business operations. Therefore the changes and interactions with the
present architecture should be minimum.
The business operations of GIAC Enterprises can be well resumed by the figure 1. It is
important to take a closer look to understand the functioning of GIAC Enterprises before
the building of the new architecture.
Figure 1: GIAC Enterprises business operations

First we define the participants:
The customer
is an individual that purchases small quantities of fortunes directly from the GIAC
Enterprises shop. The payment is made in cash, check or credit card.
The Shop
is selling briefly pre-processed fortunes extracted from The Collection to the
customers. All financial issues of the shop are handled by the management.
The Collection
is a large database of fortune cookie sayings. The Collection is the core of the
GIAC Enterprises business.
The suppliers
are companies or individuals that are selling their fortunes to GIAC Enterprises.
They are handled by the suppliers service. The suppliers are supplying their
fortunes under different formats and by different means: fax or paper mail.
The suppliers service
is composed mostly of secretaries who are receiving the fortunes from the
suppliers, keep track of those suppliers and handle the fortunes to the processing
service. This service reports directly to the management.
The partners
are international companies that are purchasing on regularly basis and at
preferential prices large quantities of fortunes to translate and resell them. They
are handled by the partners service.
The partners service
are keeping track of the partners and ships to them the fortunes they purchased.
The fortune transmission is done by paper mail. The properly formated fortunes
are supplied to the partners service by the ''processing service''. This service
reports directly to the management.
The processing service
is putting fortunes in proper format before adding them to The Collection. Its
input is the suppliers services, the output is the partners service and the control is
done by the management. The processing service is the core of the operators
team.
The technical team
is in charge with the administration and the maintenance of the infrastructure.
They are controlled by the management.
The management
are the management and financial teams. They are responsible for the good
functioning of GIAC Enterprises and are coordinating all the other teams.
The mobile sales
are GIAC Enterprises employees geographically distant. At the present time they
can not connect to GIAC Enterprises computer network. Their only possible
contact are the phone, fax and paper mail.
1.2.1 The present infrastructure

The infrastructure of GIAC Enterprises is composed of all the technical equipments
needed for the GIAC Enterprises business:
•
•
•

phone
fax
the computer network (figure 2)
Figure 2: GIAC Enterprises present computer network

The infrastructure is administered by the technical team. Any evolution of the
infrastructure is first advised by the management, then executed by the technical team.
Before any thoughts of ''going on-line'' for GIAC Enterprises a precised description of the
present network architecture is needed. As shown in figure 2 the main components of the
present network of GIAC Enterprises are:
The data network (192.168.1.0/24)
The Collection (192.168.1.5)
is a database server running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel ([1]) box with
MySQL 3.23.48 ([2]). It contains the fortunes that GIAC Enterprises is selling.
The Accounting (192.168.1.6)
is a database server running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel box with MySQL
3.23.48. It contains the accounting and financial data of GIAC Enterprises.
The servers network (192.168.2.0/24)
The internal DNS server (192.168.2.5)

is providing name resolution for all the components of GIAC Enterprises'
network.
It is a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel box with Bind 9 ([3]).
The internal Notes server (192.168.2.6)
is a Notes/Domino Server version 5.0.10 ([4]). It contains the mailboxes, the
agendas of the internal users and most of the internal documents. Lotus Notes was
chosen because it provides authentication and share of documents with access
control via certificate.
It is running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel box.
Connections to it are made by Notes 5.0.8 for Windows clients ([5]).
The print servers
Print servers are running Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel and using Samba.
The operators network (192.168.3.0/24)
PCs running Windows 98. All PCs are running Kaspersky 4.0.5 anti-virus ([6].
The management network (192.168.4.0/24)
PCs running Windows 98. All PCs are running Kaspersky 4.0.5 anti-virus.
The technical (administrators) network (192.168.5.0/24)
PCs running Linux RedHat 7.3. The Notes clients of the administrators are
running on VMWare Windows 98 virtual machines [7] with Kaspersky 4.0.5 antivirus because a Lotus Notes client for Linux does not exist.
The addressing plan of the GIAC Enterprises' network follows the RFC 1918 ([8]).
Addresses from X.X.X.1 to X.X.X.4 are reserved for the networking equipments.
Addresses for servers start at X.X.X.5. If any load balancing or high availability
mechanism is to be build the present address of the server would become the virtual IP
address of the cluster. The addresses of the servers composing the cluster would be
calculated as cluster virtual IP address VIP+30, VIP+60, VIP+90 and so on. This possible
evolution has been taken into account when the 255.255.255.0 netmask was configured
for the present network.
All Linux servers are hardened using Bastille-Linux ([9]).
All servers and applications are fully patched.
All the servers are located at GIAC Enterprises headquarters in a access controlled room.
Every server is backed up locally on a DDS4 tape driver. The database servers are
backed-up on locally connected DLT8000 tape drivers.

1.3 Preparing the evolution
The evolution of the business operations from ''traditional'' to ''Internet-era'' is to be done
with respect to the present commitments and ''culture'' of GIAC Enterprises.
The simplest way to the evolution is to the same paradigm of doing business. Therefore it
has to be found a close enough correspondence between every element described in

section 1.2 and an Internet technology. The chosen Internet technologies have to match
security requirements largely inspired from the ''real life'' threats for the company. For
example: the customer in the shop would not pass in the area behind the counter or enter
the shop's store. Or: any envelope headed to the financial service of a partner must bear
one of GIAC Enterprises management signature.
But, before taking into considerations any particular case several strict and generic
security rules have to be pronounced. These rules would be build on three risk levels
levels inspired by the Cisco's Network Policy Best Practices White Paper ([12]).
The security risk levels are:
High Risk
System or data that if compromised (unauthorized access, loss or corruption)
would cause an extreme disruption in business, cause major legal or financial
ramifications, or threaten the health and safety of a person. The targeted system or
data requires significant effort to restore or the restoration process is disruptive to
the business or other systems.
Medium Risk
System or data that if compromised (unauthorized access, loss or corruption)
would cause moderate disruption in business, minor legal or financial
ramifications, or provide further access to other systems. The targeted system
system or data requires a moderate effort to restore or the restoration process is
disruptive to the system.
Low Risk
System or data that if compromised (unauthorized access, loss or corruption)
would not disrupt the business or cause legal or financial ramifications. The
targeted system or data can be easily restored and does not permit further access
of other systems.
The building of the GIAC Enterprises network architecture would be done with respect to
the following rules:
1. Anything that is not explicitly allowed is denied.
2. Any network or system that is not the property of GIAC Enterprises and not
directly administered by the GIAC Enterprises technical team is considered
untrusted.
3. Traffic generated from a trusted network by transiting an untrusted area becomes
untrusted.
4. Direct access from untrusted areas would not be allowed for high or medium risk
systems or data.
5. Access to high risk data or systems would be encrypted at the strongest level.
6. Access to medium risk data or system might not be encrypted or encrypted at a
lower level if performance is affected or the technology does not permit
encryption.

1.4 Defining the new business operations
To define the new business operations, the paradigm of the current GIAC Enterprises
business would be used. Therefore all the components of the ''traditional way'' would be
translated into internet related terms. When not provided the definition and the
functioning of a component is the same as described in section 1.2. New components
might be added. The security risk level would be given if appropriate.
1.4.1 The ''old'' components
The customer
would connect to GIAC Enterprises using a web browser. He/she would buy
fortune cookie sayings by giving his/her credit card number to GIAC Enterprises.
Normal time connections would be made using HTTP. Sensible informations as
credit card number and personal informations would be given using HTTPS.
One payment is a medium risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
All the payments are a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The Shop
would be represented by a web server. The server would get fortunes from The
Collection using a specific application before selling them to the customer. The
payments would be registered in The Accounting database. The Shop would use
the MySQL to connect to The Collection and The Accounting databases.
The web server would be an Apache 1.3.2 [13] running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for
Intel box with a Java application especially designed for database connections.
For a better protection and performance the web server would be behind a reverse
proxy.
The Shop is a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The Collection
would remain the same large database.
The Collection is a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The Accounting
would remain the same database.
The Accounting database is a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The suppliers
would connect to GIAC Enterprises and leave their fortunes in XML format.
Regularly the suppliers service would inject those fortunes in The Collection. To
format and depose the fortunes the suppliers would use a specific Java application
provided by GIAC Enterprises. The application would use FTP to connect to the
GIAC Enterprises' network.
The suppliers would need encryption to connect to GIAC Enterprises network.
They would use IPSEC.
A supplier is a medium risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
All the suppliers are a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The partners
would connect to GIAC Enterprises and get the fortunes they purchased. Fortunes
would be stored in XML files, extracted from The Collection by the partners

service. The connections would be made using FTP.
The partners would need encryption to connect to GIAC Enterprises network.
They would use IPSEC.
One partner is a medium risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
All the partners are a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The suppliers service
would be a FTP server running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel and it would get
the fortunes supplied.
The suppliers service is a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The partners service
would be a FTP server running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel.
The partners service is a high risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The processing service
would be composed of two applications:
The suppliers side application
would be a Java application that injects the XML formed data into The Collection.
The application would use MySQL to connect to The Collection.
The partners side application
would be a Java application that extracts fortunes from The Collection, formats
them in XML, then makes them available for the partners service.
The application would use MySQL to connect to the database.
The applications would report via custom syslog the results of the fortunes
integration into The Collection.
The processing service is a medium risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
Finally all those three services (suppliers, partners and processing) would be run
on the same Linux server.
The technical (administrators) team
would administer the new architecture. The team would need secure access to
every component of the network. The administration traffic would be carried by
SSH because SSH provides encryption and authentication for the traffic.
OpenSSH 3.5 [14] would be used as implementation of the SSH protocol. A
single host in the administrators network would be allowed to do connections on
the servers. All specific administration (MySQL, email, DNS, proxy) would be
done locally after secure connection with SSH. The administration of the external
Notes server will be done using encrypted Lotus Notes protocol. The Notes client
would run on a VMWare Windows 98 virtual machine on the administrative
dedicated host.
The management
would have unlimited access to the data in the network. They would need MySQL
protocol for their accesses.
The operators
would have access to informations in The Collection. They would need MySQL
access.
Most of the work of fortunes integration into the database would be done
automatically by the processing service.
The mobile sales

would have the possibility to connect to the GIAC Enterprises network. Their
actions would be limited to : check email, check agendas, access some non critical
internal documents replicated from the internal Lotus Notes server. The mobile
sales will first connect to an Internet Service Provider near to their location, then
connect to GIAC Enterprises network. This kind of access would be made
possible by a dedicated Lotus Notes server.
The mobile sales server would be a Lotus Notes 5.0.10 running on a Linux
RedHat 7.3 for Intel box.
The mobile sales would connect using a Notes 5.0.8 client running on a Windows
98 laptop.
To secure the distant clients the Zone Alarm personal firewall 3.0 from ZoneLabs
[15] and the Kaspersky 4.0.5 anti-virus software would be installed on the
laptops.
The access for the mobile sales is a medium risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
1.4.2 The new components
Going on-line would add some new features and components for GIAC Enterprises'
network.
An internet access would be needed. Therefore a choice of an Internet Service Provider
(ISP) would have to be made. This choice is a more commercial than technical action.
Opening the GIAC Enterprises network to the Internet with respect to the security rules
would require the definition of a perimeter and an infrastructure for its protection.
Therefore, as the state of the art recommends, a border router and a stateful firewall
would be needed in front of all the components described above.
Many of the services described are critical for GIAC Enterprises' business. As the
security rule 4 is imposing those components should not be directly accessible from
Internet. The border router and the firewall that would stand between them would not
protect them from application related vulnerabilities. Traffic should be preferably carried
through a trusted network.
Internet access (email, web, FTP) would be available for the GIAC Enterprises
employees as a mean to improve their work. As the opening to the Internet could lead to
abuses some forms of control and authentication would be needed. So proxies should be
used whenever possible. Because the internal mail server could not be let to handle the
Internet mail for evident security reasons a new mail server would need to be installed,
complete separated from the internal one.
More than this, to better protect the servers, separate networks should be build around the
firewall, i.e DeMilitarized Zones or DMZs, to separate the critical from the less critical
applications. The advantage of having a DMZ is that a compromised server on one of this
networks does not give full network access to other servers or to the internal LAN.

For GIAC Enterprises two DMZs would be build, one containing the less critical servers
or servers giving indirect access to the critical ones (proxies), and another DMZ
containing the critical servers. Both of those DMZs would be detailed below.
As some of the application level protocols supposed to be used do not natively permit
encryption, an encryption mechanism would be needed for all high or medium risk issues
for the company, as imposed by the security rules 5 and 6.
To resume, the new components and features of the architecture would be:
The ISP
would provide a connection to the Internet for the company. It would assign an
internet IP subnet for all communications to and from Internet for GIAC
Enterprises. Network and port translations are left to GIAC Enterprises. The ISP's
DNS server would detain the SOA record for all the internet names of GIAC
Enterprises.
The border router and the firewall
would protect the GIAC Enterprises network from malicious traffic from Internet.
Even if they do not have the same role and technological issues their goal is the
same: protecting against non desired traffic.
More details about those components will be provided below.
The Network Address Translation
would be done by the firewall. Connections from Internet to specific services (e.g.
SMTP, HTTP) opened by GIAC Enterprises would be routed to the assigned
Internet IP address of the company. The firewall would translate the unique
destination IP address to the correspondent internal IP address according to the
requested service. The traffic leaving the company's network will be masqueraded
to make it look like coming from the same IP address.
Encryption
would be done differently for the customers, suppliers, partners and mobile sales:
•

•

•

For the customers to connect to the server using HTTPS a purchase of a
certificate from a Certification Authority is needed. The certificate should
be to be installed on the shop web server (see [16]).
The suppliers and the partners would need IPSEC encryption before
connecting to their dedicated FTP servers. An IPSEC gateway would be
needed. More detail about this component will be provided in section 1.6.3
below.
The mobile sales would use Lotus Notes with 128 bits encryption to
connect to their dedicated server.

The reverse proxy
The reverse proxy would accelerate and protect the web server, as The Shop is a
high risk issue. It would be a Squid 2.5 STABLE5 [17] configured as a http
accelerator running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel server. The Jeanne plug-in
would be configured for the content filtering [19].

HTTP, HTTPS and FTP access for GIAC Enterprises' employees
would be provided by authentication on a proxy-cache to prevent abuses and
optimize bandwidth.
The proxy would be a Squid 2.5 STABLE5 with the filtering plug-in SquidGuard
[18] running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel server.
These accesses are a minor risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
E-mail access for GIAC employees
would be provided by an external SMTP server. This server could be mutualised
with the Lotus Notes server dedicated to the mobile sales.
The external mail server would filter, then deliver mail to the internal mail server.
Internal mail heading to internet is forwarded to the respective MX servers by the
external mail server.
The mail server is a low risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The NTP server
would provide time synchronization between all the components of the network.
It would run on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel box.
The NTP server is a low risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The syslog server
would store the logs of the border router, firewall and proxies. Daily log rotating
would be set. The rotated logs would be burned locally on CD-ROMs.
This server could be mutualised with the NTP server.
The syslog server is a major risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The external DNS
would provide name resolution for all the components above (ISP excepted). The
internal DNS server would be a secondary server for the DMZ zones provided by
the external DNS.
The external DNS would forward to ISP's DNS servers all the requests it could
not handle. The external DNS server is a major risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
The IDS
Every subnetwork involved in the on-line sales would be provided with an
Intrusion Detection System.
They would be Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel boxes running SNORT 1.9.0.
One IDS is a minor risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
All the IDS's are a medium risk issue for GIAC Enterprises.
All the Linux boxes with the exception of the firewall and the syslog server would be
rackable Compaq Proliant DL320 servers [20]. The syslog server would be a rackable
Compaq Proliant DL380 [21] server since it needs more disk space. The firewall is
detailed in section 1.6.2.
The internet addresses of GIAC Enterprises assigned by the ISP would be assumed to be
1.1.1.0/30. This subnet is considered as an example. Real IP address would replace
1.1.1.0/30 in the final configuration. 1.1.1.1 would be the IP address of the internal
interface of the border router. The external interface of the border router would be
assumed to be assigned by the ISP as 1.1.1.10. 1.1.1.2 would be the IP address of the

external interface of the firewall. This address would be GIAC Enterprises opening to the
Internet.
Connections to 1.1.1.2 would be translated according to the required service and directed
to the respective server (port forwarding). Any traffic generated from the GIAC
Enterprises' network would be masqueraded to make it coming from 1.1.1.2. The address
translations would be made by the firewall. More details about the NAT in section 1.5.5
1.4.3 The big picture
The final picture of the GIAC Enterprises network is presented in figure 3.
Figure 3: GIAC Enterprises new computer network

One can see that this configuration does not provide high availability or load balancing.
These improvements of the architecture could be carried on in the event of successful online selling of the fortune cookie sayings.

The big picture of GIAC Enterprises network would be composed of:
The perimeter defense
•
•

The border router as a first protection of the perimeter. More details will
be provided in section 1.6.1;
The firewall would be a second protection of the perimeter. More details
will be provided in section 1.6.2.

The ''private'' DMZ (192.168.1.0/24)
containing all sensitive servers. This DMZ would be created starting from the data
network. This way the usual activities would not be affected by an IP address
change of the data servers.
Servers in this DMZ would not be reachable from Internet and would not make
any direct connexions to Internet (this is way it would be called ''private''):
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Collection which would be moved from the internal LAN to protect it
from internal unauthorized access
The Accounting which would be moved from the internal LAN to protect
it from internal unauthorized access
The Shop web server
The partners and suppliers FTP server
The syslog server and the NTP server
IDS

The ''public'' DMZ (192.168.6.0/24)
containing servers that could be accessed directly from Internet or that would do
direct accesses to Internet (this is why it would be called ''public''):
•
•
•
•
•
•

The mail/Notes server for mobile sales access and email for GIAC
Enterprises employees
The external DNS (although of major risk concern) needs access outside
the company's perimeter. This is the reason of its presence in this DMZ
The reverse proxy for The Shop
The HTTP proxy for GIAC Enterprises' employees Internet access
The IPSEC gateway for suppliers and partners connections.
IDS

The internal LAN
which would stay much the same with the exception of The Collection and The
Accounting that would be moved in the ''private'' DMZ. From the firewall point of
view the internal LAN is another DMZ. An IDS would be added to the servers
network.
This architecture could be subject to evolutions like: high availability clusters, separation
of NTP and syslog servers or Notes and SMTP. The architecture could be subject of

involutions as well, like: merging of the proxies or of the databases on the same server.
To make the architecture more flexible virtual IP should be used for the mutualised
servers, i.e. one IP for each service provided. This way a separation would practically last
only few seconds: stop of the software, virtual IP address unconfigure, physical
connection of the new server and ARP tables update. More than this, the filtering on the
firewall would be more precise.

1.5 Access requirements
Having a firewall to protect the perimeter and several DMZs means that TCP/IP traffic
would be filtered on IP address, protocol and service basis. The access requirements for
all the components of the GIAC Enterprises' network will be given below DMZ by DMZ.
TCP and UDP port values are taken from [23].
The traffic considered in this section would traverse the firewall and the border router.
Specific traffic directed to the firewall, the border router and the IPSEC gateway will be
detailed in section 1.6.
Some access requirements, especially for the DMZs, are given as for a whole network.
This is to make them easier to read. Meanwhile, as implemented firewall rules, the
accesses should be configured on single IP address basis, whenever feasible.
1.5.1 The internal LAN
Internal LAN is the present network containing the operators, the management and the
administration teams, as well as the internal Notes server (mail, agendas and internal
documents) and the DNS server. Table 1 details the access requirements.
Table 1: Internal LAN access requirements
Source

Operators
network

Protocol

192.168.3.0/24 MySQL 3306/tcp

Destination

The
Collection

squid 3128/tcp Proxy

Management
network

192.168.4.0/24 MySQL 3306/tcp

The
Collection

Comments

192.168.1.5

Access to the
fortunes
database for
the operators
as part of their
daily job

192.168.6.8

Web browsing
for the
operators

192.168.1.5

Access to the
fortunes
database for
the
management

MySQL 3306/tcp

The
Accounting

squid 3128/tcp Proxy
Administrators
privileged host

192.168.5.5

192.168.2.5

The
22/tcp ''private''
DMZ

Administration
192.168.1.0/24 of the ''private''
servers

SSH

The
22/tcp ''public''
DMZ

Administration
192.168.6.0/24 of the ''public''
servers

SSH

Firewall
on the
22/tcp
internal
interface

192.168.2.9

Administration
of the firewall

External
Lotus
1352/tcp Notes
Notes
server

192.168.6.6

Administration
of the external
Notes server

192.168.6.6

Web browsing
for the
administrators

192.168.6.5

Email traffic
between the
internal and
the external
mail server

192.168.6.6

Replication of
mailboxes,
internal
agendas and
documents on
the external
Notes server
for mobile
sales use

SMTP

25/tcp

External
mail server

External
Lotus
1352/tcp Notes
Notes
server

Internal DNS
server

192.168.2.6

192.168.6.8

Web browsing
for the
management

SSH

Administrators
192.168.5.0/24 squid 3128/tcp Proxy
network
Internal Notes
and mail
server

192.168.1.6

Access to the
accounting
database for
the
management

External
domain 53/udp DNS
server

Zone transfers
between the
192.168.6.10 internal
(secondary)
server and the

external DNS
server

domain

External
53/tcp DNS
server

Zone transfers
between the
internal
192.168.6.10 (secondary)
server and the
external DNS
server

Connections to The Shop for the internal users would be made via the direct proxy which
is placed on the same network as the reverse proxy serving the web server. No other
particular rules are required on the firewall for this access.

1.5.2 The ''private'' DMZ
The ''private'' DMZ contains servers that are not directly in contact with untrusted
elements. The elements on this DMZ do not need to pass through the firewall to
accomplish their job: all their correspondents are on the same network. Therefore, the
shop is getting fortunes from The Collection and registering payments directly in The
Accounting. All the fortunes provided by the suppliers on the FTP server are processed
and registered in The Collection. The fortunes to be sold to the partners are deposed on
the FTP server from The Collection.
This is a good DMZ to place the syslog and NTP servers in, as no ''foreign'' traffic would
get into. As a bonus, the logs of the databases and FTP servers would not need to pass
through the firewall to get stored.
Table 2 details the access requirements.
Table 2: The ''private'' DMZ access requirements
Source

Protocol

Destination

Comments

All
External
Name resolution for
servers 192.168.1.0/24 domain 53/udp
192.168.6.10
DNS
the applications
in DMZ
1.5.3 The ''public'' DMZ
The ''public'' DMZ contains servers that are directly connected to untrusted elements
(border router and firewall excepted). Here would be placed the proxies, the external mail
server, the external DNS server and the IPSEC gateway. The customers, the suppliers, the
partners and the mobile sales would connect on this DMZ and be redirected to their final

destination, if necessary. In the IPSEC suite of protocols Authentication Header (AH)
would not be used since network address translation is involved. AH does not support
NAT'ing because the authentication relies on the IP address.
Table 3 details the access requirements.
Table 3: The ''public'' DMZ access requirements
Source

Reverse
proxy

192.168.6.7

Protocol

HTTP

Destination

80/tcp The Shop

HTTPS 443/tcp The Shop

Direct
proxy

External
mail
server

192.168.6.8

192.168.6.5

Any

Any

Internet

SMTP

25/tcp Internet

SMTP

25/tcp

Comments

The reverse
proxy is getting
the HTML
192.168.1.7 pages from the
shop and serves
them to the
customers
192.168.1.7

Any IP

Internet access
for all the users.
Any port is
open outbound
as some Web
servers might
run on non
standard ports
and to permit
FTP transfers
via the web
browser. For
the FTP
transfers Squid
''translates'' for
the browsers
the results of its
queries in
HTTP.

Any IP

The external
mail server
needs to deliver
and get mail
from and to
Internet

Internal Notes
External mail is
192.168.2.5
server
routed to the

internal mail
server

External
Notes
server

192.168.6.6

Lotus
1352/tcp Internet
Notes

Any IP

The mobile
sales can
connect to this
server from any
point on the
Internet. Lotus
certificate
would
authenticate
and encrypt the
traffic

Replication of
Lotus
Internal Notes
the updates on
1352/tcp
192.168.2.5
Notes
server
the external
Notes server
Administration
Lotus
Administrators
1352/tcp
192.168.5.5 of the external
Notes
privileged host
Notes server
The
external
ISP's DNS
192.168.6.10 domain 53/udp
DNS
server
server

domain 53/tcp

ISP's DNS
server

1.1.1.30

Forwarding
DNS requests
to the DNS
server of the
ISP

1.1.1.30

Forwarding
DNS requests
to the DNS
server of the
ISP

All
All logs on the
servers 192.168.6.0/24 syslog 514/udp Syslog server 192.168.1.10
syslog server
in DMZ
NTP

123/udp NTP server

192.168.1.9

Time
synchronization

1.5.4 From the Internet
Traffic passing through the firewall that comes from the internal border router's interface
is considered as coming from the Internet. All with one exception: traffic generated by
the border router itself. For border router's access requirements more details are to be
found in section 1.6.1.
Table 4 gives the access requirements for traffic coming from the Internet.

Table 4: From the Internet access requirements
Source
Internet

Protocol
Any
HTTP
IP

Destination

Comments

80/tcp

Reverse
proxy

192.168.6.7

Customers willing to connect
to the shop

HTTPs 443/tcp

Reverse
proxy

192.168.6.7

Customers willing to connect
to the shop

SMTP

External
25/tcp mail
server

External
Lotus
1352/tcp Notes
Notes
server

192.168.6.5 Email for GIAC Enterprises

192.168.6.6

Mobile sales connecting to
their dedicated Notes server

1.5.5 Network Address Translations
All the traffic would be translated by the firewall according to the destination service.
Table 5 gives the details.
Table 5: NAT on the firewall
Destination
IP

Port

Translated
IP

Port

Comments

1.1.1.2

25/tcp

192.168.6.5

25/tcp

Email for GIAC Enterprises

1.1.1.2

1372/tcp 192.168.6.6 1372/tcp

Lotus Notes for GIAC Enterprises

1.1.1.2

80/tcp

192.168.6.7

80/tcp

HTTP connections to GIAC
Enterprises

1.1.1.2

123/udp

192.168.1.9

123/udp

NTP for the border router

1.1.1.2

514/udp 192.168.1.10 514/udp

1.1.1.2

500/udp

192.168.6.9

500/udp

IPSEC key exchange for suppliers and
partners

1.1.1.2

50/ip

192.168.6.9

50/ip

IPSEC ESP protocol for suppliers and
partners

Any internet
IP

any

1.1.1.2

any

Masquerade traffic outbound GIAC
Enterprises

Syslog for the border router

1.6 Technical details
This section gives implementation details about some of the components of GIAC
Enterprises new network architecture.

1.6.1 The border router
The border router is the first protection of the GIAC Enterprises' network.
Brand and model
The border router would be a Cisco 1760 running IOS 12.0 (see [25] for technical
details). Cisco 1760 is a good fit for a small or medium size business, having
many capabilities as for the possible types of physical connections and software
options.
Placement
•

•

The external interface would be directly connected to the ISP equipments
dedicated for the company, in other words, the Internet.
Its IP address would be 1.1.1.20 (for example)
The internal interface would be connected to the external interface of the
firewall. After filtering (see below) all traffic would be routed to the
firewall.
Its IP address would be 1.1.1.1

Functioning
The ''every day'' job of the border router would be:
•
•
•
•

IP routing to and from GIAC Enterprises' network
Filtering out any unneeded traffic as described below
Time synchronization with the NTP server
Logging on the syslog server

Security roles
The border router would use its non stateful filtering abilities to protect the GIAC
Enterprises' network. As the firewall is the main filtering device the router would
not waste its CPU time on complex filtering.
Therefore, the border router would:
•
•
•
•

prevent any unneeded ICMP packets to enter the company's network
prevent any packets from NetBIOS or other ''noisy'' protocols to enter the
company's network
prevent any spoofed packets to enter the company's network
prevent any spoofed packets to leave the company's network

Any non needed services and interfaces of the router would be shut down.
Administration of the router would be possible only by direct console connection
or by SSH coming from the external interface of the firewall. It is natural to do so
as the internet address of the border router interface should not be routed inside
GIAC Enterprises internal LAN.
Access requirements

The access requirements for the border router are given in the table 6.
Table 6: Border router access requirements
Source
Protocol
Destination
Comments
Border
Router
NTP
1.1.1.1 NTP 123/udp
internal
server
interface

192.168.1.8

Time synchronization
for the border router

Syslog
server

192.168.1.8

Logging for the border
router

syslog 514/udp

Comments
The VPN capabilities of this model of router would not be used for instance.
Future evolutions might take into account this feature.
Cisco 1760's voice over IP (VoIP) capabilities would not be used at this time as
GIAC Enterprises would not use, yet, this technology.
1.6.2 The firewall
As the second protection of the company's network the firewall would handle all the
traffic let in by the border router, the traffic headed to Internet and the inter DMZ
communications.
Brand and model
The firewall would be a Netfilter/iptables 1.2.5 [26] running on a hardened Linux
RedHat 7.3 for Intel. The choice for this particular brand of firewall is rather
natural as Netfilter is a solid piece of software running on a largely present OS at
GIAC Enterprises: Linux. Its remarkable logging capability along with the
simplicity in the rules implementation makes Netfilter the best choice for the
company's main security device at this moment.
The hardware the firewall is running on is a rackable bi-processor Compaq
ProLiant ML310 with 4 NICs, one DDS4 tape driver, a CD-ROM drive and 2
mirrored 36Gb SCSI3 disks [22].
Placement
As the data servers would have to be better protected and the Internet traffic is to
be handled before entering the company's network, the firewall would be placed:
•
•
•
•

between the border router and the internal network
between the ''private'' and the ''public'' DMZ
between the two DMZs and the rest of the network
on the internal server's network as most of the massive internal traffic
(Lotus Notes replications, DNS queries for the DMZ, email routing)
would pass across the firewall and this way the internal router would have
a lesser charge

Therefore, the firewall would have 4 network interface:
•

•

•

•

192.168.2.2 on the internal LAN. The interface would be connected to the
LAN. The internal router would route all traffic headed through the DMZs
on this interface. Any traffic coming from the Internet or the DMZs
headed to 192.168.3.0/24, 192.168.4.0/24 or 192.168.5.0/24 would be
send to the internal router via this interface.
192.168.1.1 on the ''private'' DMZ. The IP address of this interface would
be configured as the default route for the servers in this DMZ. A dedicated
switch would provide the physical connection for the servers in the DMZ
and the firewall. Disconnection from the LAN and connection on the
switch and eventually a flush of the ARP tables would be necessary for the
data servers. This way the interruption of the ''traditional'' business
operations would be minimum.
192.168.6.1 on the ''public'' DMZ. The IP address of this interface would
be configured as the default route for the servers in this DMZ. The
dedicated switch would provide the physical connection for the servers in
the DMZ and the firewall.
1.1.1.2 as the external interface. This interface is directly connected to the
internal interface of the border router. The internal interface IP address of
the border router would be the default route for the firewall.

Functioning
The firewall's job besides its security roles would be:
•
•

Time synchronization with the NTP server
Logging on the syslog server

Security roles
The firewall is the main filtering device for the company. All traffic should pass
through it and reach its destination only if a pack of rules is respected.
Rules are build with respect with the access requirements described in sections
1.5.1, 1.5.2, 1.5.3, 1.5.4, 1.6.1, 1.6.3 and with access requirements for the firewall
itself, below.
The security roles of the firewall would be:
•
•
•
•
•

Stateful filtering of the traffic inbound GIAC Enterprises network
Stateful filtering of the traffic outbound GIAC Enterprises network
Stateful filtering of the inter DMZ traffic (internal LAN could be seen as a
DMZ)
Network address translations from Internet to the destination servers
Network address translations for traffic generated from inside the GIAC
Enterprises' network heading to Internet

Administration of the firewall would be possible only by direct console
connection or by SSH coming from the technical team dedicated host
(192.168.5.5).
Access requirements
The access requirements for the firewall are given in the table 7. Access
requirements for administration purposes are given in table 7.
Table 7: Firewall access requirements
Source
Protocol
Destination
Comments
Firewall
NTP
''private'' 192.168.1.1 NTP 123/udp
server
interface

Time
192.168.1.8 synchronization for
the firewall

syslog
server

Time
192.168.1.8 synchronization for
the firewall

syslog 514/udp

Firewall
internet
interface

1.1.1.2

SSH

Border
router on
22/tcp the
internal
interface

1.1.1.1

Administration of
the border router

Comments
The firewall does not have the need to resolve names because all unneeded
services or applications would be shut down. The IP filtering and the NAT do not
require DNS. The entries for the syslog and NTP servers would be stored in the
/etc/hosts file. For the firewall it is important not to have any more tasks to do
besides traffic filtering and NAT'ing to avoid possible application related
vulnerabilities that would compromise the central point of security of the
company. All the hardware resources should be dedicated to its main role:
firewalling.
1.6.3 The IPSEC gateway
Brand and model
The IPSEC gateway would be a Free/Swan 1.97 [27] running on a Linux RedHat
7.3 for Intel box. Free/Swan is an IPSEC implementation for Linux compatible
with most of the proprietary solutions on the market. The hardware would be a
Compaq ProLiant DL320.
Placement
The IPSEC gateway would be placed behind the firewall as a security precaution.
Thus the Linux box would be protected from undesired access tentatives. Since
connections to the gateway are supposed to be made from anywhere from the
Internet, according to the security rules of GIAC Enterprises the IPSEC gateway
would be placed in the ''public'' DMZ.
Functioning

The configuration of the IPSEC gateway would assign addresses in
192.168.7.0/24 for the connecting suppliers and 192.168.8.0/24 for the connecting
partners.
The time synchronization would be done with the NTP server. The logging would
be done on the syslog server.
Security roles
The main security role of the IPSEC gateway would be authentication and
encryption of the traffic coming from the GIAC Enterprises' suppliers and
partners.
Since address translation is to be used, in the suite of the IPSEC protocols one
could not use the AH (Authentication Header) protocol because part of the
authentication is related to the changing IP header.
Further connections would be possible through the VPN tunnel to servers in the
''private'' DMZ. For GIAC Enterprises suppliers and partners the only possible
destination would be the FTP server 192.168.1.8.
Access requirements
The access requirements for the IPSEC gateway are given in table 8
Table 8: IPSEC gateway access requirements
Source
Protocol
Destination
Comments
Internet

Any IP

ESP

ESP protocol
IPSEC
for IPSEC for
50/ip
192.168.6.9
gateway
suppliers and
partners

Key exchange
IPSEC
for IPSEC for
ISAKMP 500/udp
192.168.6.9
gateway
suppliers and
partners
IPSEC
gateway

192.168.6.9

ESP

50/ip Internet

ISAKMP 500/udp Internet

Suppliers 192.168.7.0/24

FTP

21/tcp

Any IP

ESP protocol
for IPSEC to
any possible
connecting
server

Any IP

Key exchange
for IPSEC to
any possible
connecting
server

Suppliers
After
192.168.1.8
server
authentication

on the IPSEC
gateway the
suppliers
would obtain
an address in
the
192.168.7.0/24
network. The
active FTP
connection
would be
statefuly
filtered by the
firewall

Partners 192.168.8.0/24

FTP

After
authentication
on the IPSEC
gateway the
partners would
obtain an
address in the
Suppliers
21/tcp
192.168.1.8 192.168.8.0/24
server
network. The
active FTP
connection
would be
statefuly
filtered by the
firewall

Comments
The IPSEC gateway is a sensible server since it is an opening to untrusted
networks. The security of this gateway largely depends on the security of the
encryption keys. They should be carefully generated. The private key must be
stored and protected by all the means permitted by the operating system the
IPSEC software is running on.

2 Assignment 2 - Security Policy and Tutorial
Section 1 provided general guidelines for the implementation of a security architecture
for the new e-business of the GIAC Enterprises. After the approval by the company's
board of the document the next step is the implementation. The technical team is taking
on from here. The following lines are giving the technical details to implement:
•
•

the border router
the firewall

•

the VPNs for mobile sales, suppliers and partners

2.1 The border router - security policy
The complete border router security policy is included in Appendix A. To help configure
the border router of the GIAC Enterprises several sources were used: [29], [30], [32],
[33] and the SANS GCFW courseware.
The border router has a role of deny a ''first hand'' menaces for the GIAC Enterprises
network. Its role will be limited to routing and limited non-stateful filtering. The security
policy of the border router will respect the recommendations in section 1.6.1.
Here is the definition of the hostname of the router.
hostname giac

By default Cisco passwords are not encrypted, so a privileged user could see them. The
following commands are setting the encryption for the password.
service password-encryption
aaa authentication login admin local
username admin password AdminPassword

The internal interface connected to the firewall. Turn off some of the services that could
provide informations to attackers. Extended access list 100 (see bellow) will do the
filtering.
interface FastEthernet0
description Internal Interface
ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.252
ip access-group 100 out
no ip directed-broadcast
no ip unreachables
no ip proxy-arp
no ip redirects

The external interface connected to the ISP. Turn off some of the services that could
provide informations to attackers, serve as attack amplifiers or can be used for denial of
service attacks. Extended access list 101 (see bellow) will do the filtering.
interface Serial0
description External Interface
ip address 1.1.1.10 255.255.255.252

ip
no
no
no
no

access-group 101 in
ip directed-broadcast
ip unreachables
ip proxy-arp
ip redirects

Turn off unnecessary services
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

service tcp-small-servers
service udp-small-servers
service finger
cdp run
mop run
ntp master
snmp-server
ip bootp server
ip http server
ip domain-lookup

Disable source routing. Even if modern OS can be configured not to allow source routing
it is better not to let such traffic enter the network.
no ip source-route

Setup NTP. NTP is needed for time synchronization between all the components of the
network. This way the security logs are more reliable. The NTP traffic destined to the
''private'' DMZ NTP server will be translated by the firewall, then forwarded o the
appropriate server. Therefore, in the router configuration we will find the IP address of
the external interface of the firewall.
service timestamps debug datetime msec localtime show-timezone
service timestamps log datetime msec localtime show-timezone
clock timezone WET +1
clock summer-time zone recurring
ntp source FastEthernet0
ntp update-calendar
ntp server 1.1.1.2

Logging the suspect traffic is done on a dedicated server on the ''private'' DMZ. Since the
border router does not have to know internal addresses the generic internet IP address is
used. The firewall will then filter traffic coming directly from the router and forward the
syslog (514/udp) traffic to the appropriate server.
service timestamps log datetime localtime

logging buffered 4096 informational
logging console emergencies
logging 1.1.1.2

The default route for the border router will be the ISP's router address. Again, addresses
here are not real, they are given for example purposes.
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 1.1.1.11
ip route 1.1.1.2 255.255.255.255 1.1.1.2

To configure the administrator's access a single host is allowed to do ssh to the router.
This host has a fixed IP address and it is the external interface of the firewall itself. The
filtering on the firewall will not permit other SSH connections to the border router by not
masquerading 22/tcp traffic.
no access-list 99
access-list 99 permit host 1.1.1.2
access-list 99 deny any
!
line vty 0 4
access-class 99 in
exec-timeout 5 0
transport input ssh
transport output none
transport preferred none
login authentication admin
history size 256

The access list 100 for the internal interface will permit connections only from our
internet address outbound.
access-list 100 permit ip host 1.1.1.2 any
! deny all the rest
access-list 100 deny ip any any log

The access list 101 for the external interface. Step by step explanations follow.
no ip access-list extended 101
ip access-list extended 101

Anti-spoofing rules will deny packets on outside with source address identical to our
inside address. These packets are definitely forged.

access-list 101

deny ip 1.1.1.2 0.0.0.0 any log

Deny first octet zeros, all ones, and loopback.
access-list 101 deny ip 0.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip host 255.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 127.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log

Deny all IANA reserved IP addresses [24]. Since we use 1.1.1.0/30 as an example 1/8
subnet will not be denied.
access-list 101 deny ip 0.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
! 1.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 is the subnet used for this example
! comment out for a "real-life" configuration
! access-list 101 deny ip 1.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 2.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 5.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 7.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 23.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 27.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 31.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 36.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 39.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 41.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 42.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 49.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 50.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 58.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 60.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 70.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 72.0.0.0 7.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 82.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 84.0.0.0 3.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 88.0.0.0 7.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 96.0.0.0 31.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 197.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 198.18.0.0 0.1.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 201.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 222.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log

Deny class D (multicast) and class E (reserved for future use) addresses.
access-list 101
access-list 101

deny ip 224.0.0.0 15.255.255.255 any log
deny ip 240.0.0.0 7.255.255.255 any log

Deny RFC 1918 [8] addresses
access-list 101
access-list 101
access-list 101

deny ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
deny ip 172.16.0.0 0.15.255.255 any log
deny ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.255.255 any log

Deny test-net.
access-list 101

deny ip 192.0.2.0 0.0.0.255 any log

Deny end node autoconfig
access-list 101

deny ip 169.254.0.0 0.0.255.255 any log

We should let some ICMP traffic in for correct communication purposes. These are:
access-list 101 permit icmp
access-list 101 permit icmp
access-list 101 permit icmp
access-list 101 permit icmp
access-list 101 permit icmp
administratively-prohibited
access-list 101 permit icmp
access-list 101 permit icmp

any
any
any
any
any

1.1.1.0
1.1.1.0
1.1.1.0
1.1.1.0
1.1.1.0

0.0.0.4
0.0.0.4
0.0.0.4
0.0.0.4
0.0.0.4

3
3
3
3
3

0 ! net-unreachable
1 ! host-unreachable
3 ! port-unreachable
4 ! packet-too-big
13 !

any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 4
! source-quench
any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 11 0 ! ttl-exceeded

See [34] for all ICMP types and codes.
Deny but do not log any NetBIOS traffic as there are far to many NetBIOS scans on
Internet to load our logs with them.
access-list 101 deny tcp any any range 135 139
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 135 139

*nix spooler tends to become a very ''researched'' protocol for scans. Deny it and do not
log it.
access-list 101 deny tcp any any range 515
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 515

Deny X-Windows traffic as it is unlikely to ever need such connections from Internet
inbound.
access-list 101 deny tcp any any range 6000 6255 log

Protect our router from reconfiguration tentatives by denying TFTP and SNMP.
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 69 log
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 161 162 log

Drop tentatives to syslog coming from outside.
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 514 log

Allow anything else, the firewall will handle it.
access-list 101 permit any any

Configure local connection for administration purposes.
line con 0
login local
! logout idle console access after two min
exec-timeout 2 0
end

2.2 Tutorial - The firewall security policy
As said in 1.6.2 the GIAC Enterprises firewall is to be a Netfilter/iptables firewall
running on a Linux RedHat 7.3 for Intel machine having four network interface cards: for
the internal LAN, the ''public'' DMZ, the ''private'' DMZ and for the Internet connections.
Netfilter is a the firewall subsystem integrated in the 2.4-2.5 Linux kernel. It permits
stateful or stateless filtering, network address translation (NAT) and packet mangling.
iptables is the user space command to permit the configuration of the firewall.
Following here are the GIAC Enterprises' firewall configuration steps. All those steps are
to be included in a shell script which can be found in detail in Appendix B. Inspiration for
this script was found in [35]. IP addresses and NICs are to be used as variable names for
better understanding and script debugging.

2.2.1 Preparing the operating system
The OS Netfilter is running on is Linux with a 2.4 or greater kernel. The default
installation of a Linux system will not be secure enough to make it a firewall. Therefore
OS hardening is advisable before any configuration step. Bastille Linux [9] is a good tool
for it.
First of all the iptables module has to be loaded:
modprobe ip_tables

The default Linux configuration does not permit IP forwarding. IP forwarding is vital for
the functioning of a firewall since it permits to the entering packets to leave the firewall
for their final destination.

echo "1" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward

The same way as for the border router several security measures preventing well known
attacks are to be taken:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disable ICMP echo-request to broadcast addresses (Smurf amplifier)
echo "1" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_broadcasts

Disable source routing
echo "0" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/all/accept_source_route

Enable source-address verification (anti spoofing). The value 2 means use Ingress
filtering as per RFC 1812.
echo "2" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/all/rp_filter

2.2.2 Making clean before starting to configure
After the OS is ready it is always good to clean up any possible previous Netfilter
configuration by:
•
•
•

Flushing the tables
iptables -t filter -F

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iptables -t nat -F
iptables -t mangle -F

Removing the kernel modules that could have been used
rmmod
rmmod
rmmod
rmmod
rmmod

ip_conntrack_ftp
ip_nat_ftp
ipt_state
iptable_nat
ip_conntrack

Setting the default policies to DROP
iptables -P INPUT DROP
iptables -P OUTPUT DROP
iptables -P FORWARD DROP

2.2.3 Creating the user-defined chains
The user-defined chains are an important feature of the Netfilter firewall. Since the
Netfilter rules are parsed in the order of their appearance, jumping to a specific chain
containing a limited number of rules for a particular condition can save a lot of CPU
time.
For the GIAC Enterprises' firewall the user-defined chains are created (option -N)
according to the network interface a packet is entering or leaving the firewall. It is
advisable to flush (option -F) a newly created chain. Therefore we will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the chain for packets local to the firewall (loopback)
iptables -N local
iptables -F local

the chain for packets coming from the internal LAN destined to the firewall itself
iptables -N lan
iptables -F lan

the chain for packets coming from the public DMZ destined to the firewall itself
iptables -N public
iptables -F public

the chain for packets coming from the private DMZ destined to the firewall itself
iptables -N private
iptables -F private

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the chain for packets coming from the Internet destined to the firewall itself
iptables -N internet
iptables -F internet

the forward chains that are handling packets that should traverse the firewall
o Internet to public
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

iptables -N internet2public
iptables -F internet2public

Internet to private
iptables -N internet2private
iptables -F internet2private

Internet to internal LAN
iptables -N internet2lan
iptables -F internet2lan

LAN to public
iptables -N lan2public
iptables -F lan2public

LAN to private
iptables -N lan2private
iptables -F lan2private

LAN to Internet
iptables -N lan2internet
iptables -F lan2internet

Public to Internet
iptables -N public2internet
iptables -F public2internet

Public to private
iptables -N public2private
iptables -F public2private

Public to LAN
iptables -N public2lan
iptables -F public2lan

Private to Internet

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

iptables -N private2internet
iptables -F private2internet

Private to public
iptables -N private2public
iptables -F private2public

Private to internal LAN
iptables -N private2lan
iptables -F private2lan

2.2.4 The firewall rules
This section presents the core of the firewall configuration: the firewall rules. According
to the sections 1.5, 1.6 and 2.2.3 specifications the rules will be part of a chain. At the end
of the script all the chains will be activated.
The part of the syntax of a iptables rule as used in this script is quite straightforward:
iptables -A <chain> -p <protocol> -s <source> --sport <source port>
-d <destination> --dport <destination port> -j <target>

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

is for Adding a new rule in the chain chain.
is for the protocol that is used. The protocol is a number as described in [37] or
a plain name as in the file /etc/protocols available on the host.
-s is for the source IP, network address or DNS name of the packet source. It is
advisable to use IP addresses instead of DNS names as the DNS may become
corrupt and fool the firewall.
-d works the same way as the -s option for the destination address.
--sport is for the source TCP or UDP (it depends of the -p option) port.
--dport the same way as the --sport option for the destination port.
-j is to force a ''jump'' to a predefined target or to a user-defined chain.
Predefined targets available for ''jump'' depend of the tables the packet is in. The
targets used is this script for the filter table are:
o ACCEPT for accepting the packet.
o DROP for completely dropping the packet.
o LOG log the packet in the syslog. It can take the option --log-prefix
<prefix> to prefix the syslog entry for better reading.

-A
-p

The filter table is the default table (option -t filter omitted) for iptables and its main
role is, obviously, filtering packets.
Here are the firewall rules chain by chain.

We begin by the chains related directly to the firewall itself.
local
The local chain involves only the loopback traffic for the firewall. All should be
allowed.
iptables -A local -m state --state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT

The -m state option is the state, or connection tracking, machine. Its option -state could have the following values according to the state of the packet:
•
•
•
•

NEW for a newly created connection, e.g. SYN packet for TCP
connections
ESTABLISHED for a already established connection, e.g SYN-ACK
responses to a SYN packet already tracked
RELATED for related traffic, e.g. ICMP port unreachable
INVALID for none of above

The use of the connection tracking machine makes Netfilter a stateful firewall.
lan
This chain handles all the packets destined to the firewall and coming on the
internal LAN interface.
We should take some anti-spoofing measures first. Any packet entering the lan
interface and claiming that its source is one of the other interfaces of the firewall
is bogus and it should be denied. These rules are common to all the other interface
related chains.
iptables
iptables
iptables
iptables

-A
-A
-A
-A

lan
lan
lan
lan

-s
-s
-s
-s

$internet_IP -j DROP
$lo_net -j DROP
$public_IP -j DROP
$private_IP -j DROP

As Netfilter is a stateful firewall (see above) we have connection tracking so there
is no need to provide extra rules for it. This command will be used for all the
other chains, so it will not mentioned anymore for brevity and readability.
iptables -A lan -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

The internal LAN interface accepts only traffic from the administration host.

iptables -A lan -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $lan_IP --dport 22 -j
ACCEPT

Log anything else:
iptables -A lan -j LOG --log-prefix "FW lan interface: "

Drop all after logging:
iptables -A lan -j DROP

The last two commands are common to all the following user-defined chains.
They will not be mentioned further more for brevity. The only thing that changes
is the --log-prefix option. All the details are in Appendix B
public
This chain handles all the packets destined to the firewall and coming on the
''public'' DMZ interface.
Antispoofing"
iptables -A public
iptables -A public
iptables -A public
iptables -A public

-s
-s
-s
-s

$internet_IP -j DROP
$lo_net -j DROP
$lan_IP -j DROP
$private_IP -j DROP

private
This chain handles all the packets destined to the firewall and coming on the
''private'' DMZ interface.
# Antispoofing"
iptables -A private
iptables -A private
iptables -A private
iptables -A private

-s
-s
-s
-s

$internet_IP -j DROP
$lo_net -j DROP
$lan_IP -j DROP
$public_IP -j DROP

internet
This chain handles all the packets destined to the firewall and coming on the
''private'' DMZ interface.
# Antispoofing"
iptables -A internet
iptables -A internet
iptables -A internet
iptables -A internet

-s
-s
-s
-s

$public_IP -j DROP
$lo_net -j DROP
$lan_IP -j DROP
$private_IP -j DROP

OUTPUT
This chain handles the packets generated locally and that are leaving the firewall.
The firewall initiates traffic in the direction of the NTP and syslog servers.
# NTP synchronization
iptables -A OUTPUT -p udp -s $private_IP -d $privNTP_IP \

--dport 123 -j ACCEPT
# Syslog
iptables -A OUTPUT -p udp -s $private_IP -d $privSys_IP \
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT

The firewall is the only device that can connect to the border router to configure
it. We need SSH output in the direction of the internal router interface.
iptables -A OUTPUT -p tcp -s $internet_IP -d $intRouter_IP \
--dport 22 -j ACCEPT

The following rules are handling the packets that are passing through the firewall. They
are entering the firewall on an interface and leaving it on another, if allowed. This is why
the rules are called ''forwarding rules''. Here we find most of the specifications from the
section 1.5 and 1.6.
lan2public
This chain handles the packets coming from the internal LAN and heading to the
''public'' DMZ.
To allow the web browsing packets destined to the proxy on port 3128 (default
port for Squid proxy) should be allowed.
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanOp_net -d $pubProxy_IP \
--dport 3128 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanCorp_net -d $pubProxy_IP \
--dport 3128 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_net -d $pubProxy_IP \
--dport 3128 -j ACCEPT

Email destined to the Internet are handled by the internal mail server to the
external mail server.
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanMail_IP -d $pubMail_IP \
--dport 25 -j ACCEPT

Replication of agendas and documents to the external Notes server for the mobiles
sales use.
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanMail_IP -d $pubNotes_IP \
--dport 1352 -j ACCEPT

Administration of the external Notes server
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $pubNotes_IP \
--dport 1352 -j ACCEPT

The internal DNS server is secondary for the DMZ zones. It needs zone
replication with the external DNS server.

iptables -A lan2public
--dport 53 -j
iptables -A lan2public
--dport 53 -j

-p udp -s $lanDNS_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
ACCEPT
-p tcp -s $lanDNS_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
ACCEPT

The administrators need to connect via SSH on the public servers. In section 1.5.1
we use a network address, but it is advisable to use static IP addresses whenever
possible.
iptables -A lan2public
--dport 22 -j
iptables -A lan2public
--dport 22 -j
iptables -A lan2public
--dport 22 -j
iptables -A lan2public
--dport 22 -j
iptables -A lan2public
--dport 22 -j
iptables -A lan2public
--dport 22 -j

-p tcp
ACCEPT
-p tcp
ACCEPT
-p tcp
ACCEPT
-p tcp
ACCEPT
-p tcp
ACCEPT
-p tcp
ACCEPT

-s $lanAdm_IP -d $pubMail_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $pubNotes_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $pubReverse_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $pubProxy_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \

lan2private
This chain handles the packets coming from the internal LAN and heading to the
''private'' DMZ.
For their daily activities the operators and the corporate need to connect to the
databases
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanOp_net -d $privColl_IP \
--dport 3306 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanCorp_net -d $privColl_IP \
--dport 3306 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanCorp_net -d $privAcc_IP \
--dport 3306 -j ACCEPT

The administrators need to connect via SSH on the public servers. In section 1.5.1
we use a network address, but it is advisable to use static IP addresses whenever
possible.
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp
--dport 22 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp
--dport 22 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp
--dport 22 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp
--dport 22 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp
--dport 22 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp
--dport 22 -j ACCEPT

-s $lanAdm_IP -d $privColl_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $privAcc_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $privShop_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $privFTP_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $privNTP_IP \
-s $lanAdm_IP -d $privSys_IP \

lan2internet
This chain handles the packets coming from the internal LAN and heading to
Internet
Packets coming from the internal LAN and going directly to the Internet should
not be routed by the internal router. If anything is logged here then we have an
internal routing problem.
public2private
This chain handles the packets coming from the ''public'' DMZ and heading to the
''private'' DMZ.
For the functioning of the reverse proxy we should allow it to connect to The
Shop. We should not use the compilation time ping option of the Squid proxy as
we already know how far The Shop is from the reverse proxy. This ICMP traffic
will take CPU time to be treated and it is unneeded.
# The reverse proxy querying The Shop
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubReverse_IP -d
$privShop_IP \
--dport 80 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubReverse_IP -d
$privShop_IP \
--dport 443 -j ACCEPT

All the important syslogs of the Linux servers are to be sent to the syslog server.
iptables -A public2private -p udp
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
\
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
$privSys_IP \
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
\
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
\
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT

-s $pubMail_IP -d $privSys_IP \
-s $pubNotes_IP -d $privSys_IP
-s $pubReverse_IP -d
-s $pubProxy_IP -d $privSys_IP
-s $pubIPSEC_IP -d $privSys_IP
-s $pubDNS_IP -d $privSys_IP \

All the servers will synchronize their clock on the same NTP server.
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubMail_IP -d $privNTP_IP \
--dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubNotes_IP -d $privNTP_IP
\
--dport 123 -j ACCEPT

iptables -A public2private -p udp
$privNTP_IP \
--dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
\
--dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
\
--dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp
--dport 123 -j ACCEPT

-s $pubReverse_IP -d
-s $pubProxy_IP -d $privNTP_IP
-s $pubIPSEC_IP -d $privNTP_IP
-s $pubDNS_IP -d $privNTP_IP \

After connecting via IPSEC to the IPSEC gateway the suppliers and the partners
will need access to the FTP server. To correctly track the FTP connections we
need to load later in the script the ip_conntrack_ftp module, as the FTP protocol
demands two connections by session: for commands and for data. With the
ip_conntrack_ftp module the data connection will be considered as related traffic.
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubSup_net -d $privFTP_IP \
--dport 21 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubPart_net -d $privFTP_IP
\
--dport 21 -j ACCEPT

public2lan
This chain handles the packets coming from the the ''public'' DMZ and heading to
internal LAN.
The external mail server needs to forward mail destined to GIAC Enterprises
employees to the internal mail server
iptables -A public2lan -p tcp -s $pubMail_IP -d $lanMail_IP
--dport 25 -j ACCEPT

Modifications made by the mobile sales to the documents on the external Notes
server need to be replicated on the internal Notes server.
iptables -A public2lan -p tcp -s $pubNotes_IP -d $lanMail_IP \
--dport 1352 -j ACCEPT

Administration of the external Notes server
iptables -A public2lan -p tcp -s $pubNotes_IP -d $lanAdm_IP \
--dport 1352 -j ACCEPT

public2internet
This chain handles the packets coming from the the ''public'' DMZ and heading to
Internet.
Browsing the web for GIAC Enterprises means letting the direct proxy go
anywhere on the Internet. The Squid proxy will do also the Internet FTP transfers,
''translating'' afterward the traffic in HTTP for the clients on the internal LAN.
Since some servers do not always use standard ports we need to let full TCP
access for the proxy. Care must be taken to inhibit the compilation time ping
option of the Squid proxy as ICMP could become an important traffic to deny.
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubProxy_IP -j ACCEPT

The email sent by the GIAC Enterprises employees to addresses to the Internet
should be allowed to leave the company's network. The external mail server will
connect to the SMTP ports of the distant MXs. The IP address of an MX server is
provided by the external DNS after forwarding the query to the ISP's DNS server.
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubMail_IP --dport 25 -j
ACCEPT

Lotus Notes need bidirectional connections on port 1352 to the mobile sales
laptops on the Internet to function.
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubNotes_IP --dport 1352 j ACCEPT

The external DNS server need to forward DNS queries to the ISP's DNS server.
This could be done using the standard UDP connection or by TCP connection for
large queries.
iptables -A public2internet -p udp -s $pubDNS_IP -d $intDNS_IP \
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubDNS_IP -d $intDNS_IP \
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT

For suppliers and partners we need bidirectional IPSEC connections. We will not
use Authentication Header since we are NAT'ing our outgoing traffic.
iptables -A public2internet -p udp -s $pubIPSEC_IP --dport 500 -j
ACCEPT
iptables -A public2internet -p esp -s $pubIPSEC_IP -j ACCEPT

private2public

This chain handles the packets coming from the the ''private'' DMZ and heading to
the ''public'' DMZ.
The only need of the private servers for access to the ''public'' DMZ is for name
resolution. Again the accesses are configured on per IP address basis instead of a
single large network address.
iptables -A private2public -p
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p
--dport 53 -j ACCEPT

udp -s $privColl_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
udp -s $privAcc_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
udp -s $privShop_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
udp -s $privFTP_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
udp -s $privNTP_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \
udp -s $privSys_IP -d $pubDNS_IP \

private2internet
This chain handles the packets coming from the the ''private'' DMZ and heading to
the Internet.
Nothing should go out from the ''private'' DMZ directly to the Internet. Any log
here means that a private server was compromised.
private2lan
This chain handles the packets coming from the the ''private'' DMZ and heading to
the internal LAN.
There is not a specific traffic to allow between those networks. The established
and related connections are already taken into account as said earlier.
internet2lan
This chain handles the packets coming from the the Internet to the internal LAN.
There should be nothing going directly from Internet to the internal LAN.
internet2private
This chain handles the packets coming from the the Internet to the ''private'' DMZ.
Since NTP and syslog traffic coming from the border router are considered as
coming from the Internet we are forced to have the following rules in this chain:
iptables -A internet2private -p udp -s $intRouter_IP -d
$privNTP_IP \
--dport 123 -j ACCEPT

iptables -A internet2private -p udp -s $intRouter_IP -d
$privSys_IP \
--dport 514 -j ACCEPT

Anything else should be denied.
internet2public
This chain handles the packets coming from the the Internet to the ''public'' DMZ.
We will have in this chain all the connections from the Internet to GIAC
Enterprises.
The connections of the customers are made on the reverse proxy serving The
Shop.
iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubReverse_IP --dport 80 j ACCEPT
iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubReverse_IP --dport 443
-j ACCEPT

Receiving email for the GIAC Enterprises employees.
iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubMail_IP --dport 25 -j
ACCEPT

Lotus Notes connections from the mobile sales:
iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubNotes_IP --dport 1372 j ACCEPT

The protocols suite for IPSEC from suppliers and partners:
iptables -A internet2public -p udp -d $pubIPSEC_IP --dport 500 -j
ACCEPT
iptables -A internet2public -p esp -d $pubIPSEC_IP -j ACCEPT

We will not use the Authentication Header since we are doing NAT.
These were the filtering rules of the firewall. They will not be activated right now since
we do not have yet a ''jump'' to the user-defined chains above. We will do so later in
section 2.2.6.

2.2.5 Network Address Translations
The NAT as defined in section 1.5.5 will be made in two directions:
•
•

from the Internet to the specific servers
from the GIAC Enterprises network outbound for all the connections
(masquerading)

Netfilter permits NAT by the means of the nat table. This tables has the following
predefined chains:
•
•
•

PREROUTING that handles packets before any routing decision was made.
POSTROUTING that handles packets after the routing decision was made
OUTPUT that handles packets generated by the firewall and that need to be
address translated

There is advisable not to do any filtering in this table. Therefore the only targets we
should use are:
•

•

SNAT for ''source NAT'ing''. It specifies that the source address should be
modified. It can take the --to-source <IP:port> option that gives the source
address and port the packet should be changed to.
DNAT for ''destination NAT'ing''. It specifies that the destination address should
be modified. It can take the --to-destination <IP:port> option that gives the
destination address and port the packet should be changed to.

The SNAT and DNAT targets are only available in the nat table.
Here are the NAT rules for the connections coming from the Internet:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any connection to the port 25 of our Internet address should be forwarded to the
SMTP server
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d
$internet_IP \
--dport 25 -j DNAT --to-destination $pubMail_IP:25

Any connection to the Lotus Notes port of out Internet address should be
forwarded to the Notes server
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d
$internet_IP \
--dport 1352 -j DNAT --to-destination $pubNotes_IP:1352

Customers connecting are redirected to the reverse proxy
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d
$internet_IP \
--dport 80 -j DNAT --to-destination $pubReverse_IP:80
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d
$internet_IP \
--dport 443 -j DNAT --to-destination $pubReverse_IP:443

Suppliers and partners are redirected to the IPSEC gateway

•
•
•
•
•

iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p udp -d
$internet_IP \
--dport 500 -j DNAT --to-destination $pubIPSEC_IP:500
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p esp -d
$internet_IP \
-j DNAT --to-destination $pubIPSEC_IP

The border router does not know the internet addresses of the NTP and syslog servers. It
will connect to the external interface of the firewall. We should translate this traffic.
# Time synchronization
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i
\
-d $internet_IP --dport
$privNTP_IP:123
# Syslog
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i
\
-d $internet_IP --dport
$privSys_IP:514

$internet_NIC -p udp -s $intRouter_IP
123 -j DNAT --to-destination
$internet_NIC -p udp -s $intRouter_IP
514 -j DNAT --to-destination

Masquerading means that all the traffic coming from the GIAC Enterprises network
should be shown as coming from one single address. We only have few servers that
access the Internet, so the masquerading rules are:

iptables -t
-j
iptables -t
-j
iptables -t
-j
iptables -t
-j
iptables -t
-j
iptables -t
-j

nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubMail_IP -o $internet_NIC \
SNAT --to-source $internet_IP
nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubNotes_IP -o $internet_NIC \
SNAT --to-source $internet_IP
nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubReverse_IP -o $internet_NIC \
SNAT --to-source $internet_IP
nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubProxy_IP -o $internet_NIC \
SNAT --to-source $internet_IP
nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubIPSEC_IP -o $internet_NIC \
SNAT --to-source $internet_IP
nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubDNS_IP -o $internet_NIC \
SNAT --to-source $internet_IP

2.2.6 Activating the configuration
First we should load the modules useful for our firewall. They are the NAT module and
the FTP connection tracking module.
modprobe iptable_nat

modprobe ip_conntrack_ftp

Now we are activating the user-defined chains. That means for conditions involving
default chains (INPUT, OUTPUT or FORWARD), depending of the entering (option -i)
interface and the outgoing (option -o) interface (if any) jumping to the corresponding
user-defined chain described in section 2.2.4.

iptables -A INPUT -i $lan_NIC -j lan
iptables -A INPUT -i $internet_NIC -j internet
iptables -A INPUT -i $public_NIC -j public
iptables -A INPUT -i $private_NIC -j private
iptables -A INPUT -i $lo_NIC -j local
iptables -A FORWARD -i $internet_NIC -o $public_NIC -j internet2public
iptables -A FORWARD -i $public_NIC -o $internet_NIC -j public2internet
iptables -A FORWARD -i $lan_NIC -o $public_NIC -j lan2public
iptables -A FORWARD -i $public_NIC -o $lan_NIC -j public2lan
iptables -A FORWARD -i $lan_NIC -o $private_NIC -j lan2private
iptables -A FORWARD -i $private_NIC -o $lan_NIC -j private2lan
iptables -A FORWARD -i $public_NIC -o $private_NIC -j public2private
iptables -A FORWARD -i $private_NIC -o $public_NIC -j private2public
iptables -A FORWARD -i $private_NIC -o $internet_NIC -j
private2internet
iptables -A FORWARD -i $internet_NIC -o $private_NIC -j
internet2private
iptables -A FORWARD -i $internet_NIC -o $lan_NIC -j internet2lan
iptables -A FORWARD -i $lan_NIC -o $internet_NIC -j lan2internet

The firewall configuration is now finished. This script should be launched at every
activation of the firewall. It is preferable to use this script instead of the iptables-save and
iptables-restore commands as those commands could have some unexpected behavior in
particular conditions (see [36]).

We have to configure two more static routes on the firewall for the responding packets
from the FTP server to the IPSEC gateway:
route add -net 192.168.7.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 192.168.6.9 dev
eth1
route add -net 192.168.8.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 192.168.6.9 dev
eth1

2.2.7 The order of the rules
Netfilter parses its rules in sequential manner. That means that a frequently matched rule
should be parsed before the others, whenever possible, to improve performance. Netfilter
keeps statistics about its functioning: the number of packets treated and their size for each
rule. These statistics can be seen with the -v (verbose), -x (expand) and -L (list) options.
Our configuration uses user-defined chains to make the list of rules to parse smaller.
Statistics will show us quickly which user-defined chains are most used and we can move
them higher in the rank.
The order shown in section 2.2.6 took into account the following guidelines:
1. Usually traffic generated in one direction has a response. The response is handled
by the ESTABLISHED,RELATED options of the state matching directive (-m
state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED). Even if there is no particular rule
involved, this traffic could be even more important than its simple generation. For
example, a HTTP query is not large, but its response could be.
2. Traffic from the Internet inbound: customers, mobile sales, suppliers and partners
to accept, crackers to deny is the most important as quantity.
3. Traffic from the ''public'' DMZ to Internet: web browsing starting from the proxy,
mail routing, Lotus Notes replication and IPSEC for suppliers and partners comes
in second place.
4. Traffic from the internal LAN to the ''public'' DMZ: web browsing (cache
reading), mail forwarding, Notes replications, DNS queries follows.
5. Chains that are not supposed to be used are the last in the list.
By observing the life of the firewall one can see changes in the statistics. It is possible
that the traffic between the ''public'' and the ''private'' DMZ carrying the syslog becomes
more important. In that case the order of the ruled should be changed.
Inside every user-defined chains the most used rules have to be moved on an upper
position.
This configuration is not perfect. We can find a very used rule inside a chain that globally
is less used than others and could do nothing to improve performance.

2.3 The Virtual Private Networks
GIAC Enterprises has three VPNs to configure:
•
•
•

for the mobile sales
for the suppliers
for the partners

Following here is the description of the VPNs. Since the suppliers and the partners are
using the same technology (IPSEC) for their VPN there will be only one section treating
about it.
2.3.1 VPN for mobile sales
The VPN solution for the mobile sales of GIAC Enterprises is Lotus Notes. This is the
simplest solution for people connecting to the company's network only for getting the
latest news and documents or reporting their daily activities.
Lotus Notes is a system of flat distributed database files. Databases can be replicated
between Notes servers. Different types of databases are available:
•
•
•
•

mailboxes
agendas
newsgroups
text documents like knowledge bases, incident bases etc.

Lotus Notes comes as a server commercially known by the name of Domino and a enduser client. Domino can do a lot of things like: mail server, application (database) server
or web server. For GIAC enterprises only the first two capabilities are used. Domino
release 5 has the capability of doing SMTP, POP3 and IMAPv4 server besides the Lotus
style messaging.
Connections to the server are possible by the presentation by the client of a certificate.
The certificate can be server generated or generated by a trusted authority. They could be
Lotus Notes proprietary or X.509 style certificates. Each authorized user gets its
certificate as a .id file.
For GIAC Enterprises mobile sales the .id file is to be kept with great care as it is the key
to enter the company's network. In the case of loss of the key a regeneration of the
certificate is possible.
The Lotus Notes protocol uses the 1352/tcp port for all the above. The only access
requirements are bidirectional openings in the firewall for this port.
Since Lotus Notes provides RSA encryption with 128 bits keys the security of this major
risk access complies with the security rules established in section 1.3.
To configure the Lotus Notes connection as a VPN two steps are necessary:
Configuring the Domino server
On the Lotus Notes administration client:
1. Click on the Configuration -> Tools -> Registration -> Person
2. Check the Advanced box

3. Click on the Basics tab and configure like in figure 4
Figure 4: Configuring the Lotus Notes user's basics

4. Click on the ID Info tab and configure like in figure 5. The Security type
list used to give the encryption strength: RSA 128 bits for North American
or 64 bits for International. Nowadays as a result of the relaxation of U.S.
Government export restrictions 128 bits encryption is available for Lotus
Notes servers worldwide (except in countries whose import laws prohibit
it.).
Figure 5: Configuring the Lotus Notes user's ID Info

5. Add the user
6. Register the user and close the dialog box
7. Click on People & Groups
8. Select the user
9. Click on the Edit Person tab
10. Click on the Mail tab and set Encrypt incoming mail to Yes as in figure 6
Figure 6: Configuring the Lotus Notes user's mail preferences on the
server

11. Click on the Certificates tab to see the Notes Certified Public Key as in
figure 7
Figure 7: See the Lotus Notes user's certified public key (incomplete)

12. Click on Save and Close
Configuring the client
On the Lotus Notes end-user client:
1. Open the menu File -> Tools -> User Preferences
2. Click on the Mail & News tab and check Sign sent mail, Encrypt sent mail,
Encrypt saved mail like in figure 8
Figure 8: Configuring the Lotus Notes user's mail & News preferences

3. Click on the Ports tab and check Encrypt network data like in figure 9
Figure 9: Configuring the Lotus Notes user's network preferences

4. Close all and restart the client
2.3.2 VPN for suppliers and partners
Suppliers and partners will use IPSEC to connect to GIAC Enterprises. As shown in [28]
there is a large frame for interoperability between various IPSEC implementations.
GIAC Enterprises has an IPSEC gateway in the ''public'' DMZ. After authentication and
encryption clients can securely access resources on the company's network, namely the
FTP server in the ''private'' DMZ.
Suppliers and partners can use IPSEC solutions from native IPSEC on Windows 2000 to
expensive devices as the Nortel Contivity switch. The configuration for each of them will
be modified accordingly.
GIAC Enterprises uses the most popular IPSEC implementation for Linux: FreeSwan
version 1.97. A sample configuration file for FreeSwan on the IPSEC gateway is
included in Appendix C.
The FreeSwan configuration with a NAT'ing device in front of the IPSEC gateway is
rather special. We can not use AH since the NAT'ing would change the IP header that
AH relies on. We can not use ESP in transport mode either. But, since we use an IPSEC
gateway for our VPN we only can have the tunnel mode. Informations and sample
configurations for IPSEC with NAT'ing devices can be found at [38].
For a VPN tunnel to establish we need:
Initial authentication (part of IKE)
FreeSwan supports two authentication methods:
•
•

using shared secret
using RSA public key

GIAC Enterprises will use the RSA public key authentication for the ease of its
management and because it avoids the secret transmission problems. There will
be a private key stored in /etc/ipsec.secrets file and a public key in /etc/ipsec.conf
file. Each supplier and partner will have a public key known to GIAC Enterprises
and a private key for themselves. They will use an IPSEC implementation
compatible with FreeSwan. They will know the GIAC Enterprises' public key.
Negotiation of the VPN parameters
The VPN parameters to be used are:
•

the key exchange: we will use RSA 2048 bit keys

•

•

•

the authentication: usually AH is used to authenticate the packet. Since we
are doing NAT AH will not be used as the authentication relies on the IP
address.
the encryption: we will use ESP to encrypt the packet. The encryption
algorithm will be 3DES as imposed by the security rules of GIAC
Enterprises. Since we cannot use AH for authentication we will use
authentication within ESP with HMAC-MD5.
the key life cycle: the encryption keys will be negotiated every 30
minutes. The IKE tunnel will be negotiated every 2 hours.

Protection of data
This is the actual VPN. The traffic will be encrypted and authenticated using the
parameters above.
For every supplier an IP address in the 192.168.7.0/24 network will be assigned by the
IPSEC gateway. The Linux system and the firewall static routes will be configured to
allow the traveling of these packets to their destination: the FTP server in the ''private''
DMZ. All other traffic will be denied by the firewall. More than this, the suppliers will
use a specific application designed and developed by GIAC Enterprises teams to do all
their activities and limit possible abuses.
For every partner an IP address in the 192.168.8.0/24 network will be assigned. The same
way as for the suppliers the Linux system and the firewall static routes will be configured
to allow the traveling of these packets to their destination: the FTP server in the ''private''
DMZ. All other traffic will be denied by the firewall.

3 Assignment 3 - Verify the Firewall Policy
One of the security related jobs of the technical team of GIAC Enterprises is to do regular
audits of the security architecture. An audit is the verification of the integrity of a system.
Auditing the firewall means checking that it accomplishes correctly all its filtering and
NAT'ing functions as designed in sections 1 and 2 and that the access authorizations were
not modified. The audit should identify when an intrusion occurs and evaluate the
possible damages.
The audit of the firewall should be done following a written procedure. This procedure
will have to be replayed frequently enough or every time a firewall vulnerability is
published. Section 3.1 will try to describe the auditing procedure.

3.1 Planning the audit
3.1.1 The time of the audit

Every time an audit will take place care must be taken not to disrupt the activities of the
company. Therefore the time of the audit must be carefully chosen as a customer is hard
to keep with a badly functioning service.
By regularly analyzing the connection logs of the reverse proxy and the external mail
server we can determine the hours of maximum and minimum activities. Since suppliers
and partners are generally connecting to the company's network at regular times and
during week days we can do our audit during a minimum activity period on a Saturday or
Sunday.
An information note will be sent to the ISP, GIAC Enterprises' management and the
involved internal personnel two days before the beginning of the audit and at the end of
the audit, as well.
Full back up of the firewall is required prior to the audit.
The results of the audit will be reported to the management for further decisions and
actions.
3.1.2 The technical approach
The first part of the audit will be a system oriented audit. Being sure that the firewall does
its job correctly begins with being sure that the OS is clean. A ''picture'' of the system will
be taken containing:
•
•
•
•
•

a MD5 sum of the critical files of the system: configuration files and binary files
the date of the last modification of the critical files of the system
the read and write permissions for the critical configuration files
the read, write, execution and set UID bit permissions of the critical binary files
the list of packages installed

The ''picture'' will be stored on a CD-ROM and compared to the results of the previous
audit. The script that took the ''picture'' will be stored on the same CD-ROM.
If the ''pictures'' do not fit the audit is stopped and analysis starts. If the changes are
considered to be normal the audit is restarted from the beginning.
Given the placement of the firewall on the GIAC Enterprises network audit actions will
be taken:
•
•

on the firewall itself
from each side of the firewall inbound

The actions to be taken are:

•
•
•

•
•

check of the firewall rules against previously obtained rulebase.
This check will be included in the OS audit script.
connection tentatives on supposed opened ports and addresses.
normal (ICMP, TCP and UDP) and special (ACK, FIN, Xmas tree, null) network
scans.
Open ports reported mean that the access to the services is allowed and the
filtering is functioning. Responses from the scanned services when scanned from
the Internet mean that the NAT is functioning.
send spoofed packets.
The spoofed packets should be denied by the firewall.
do a vulnerability scan within the firewall.

The servers behind the firewall will listen for connections coming from the other side.
Illegitimate traffic should be signaled.
3.1.3 The tools
The personnel doing the audit will use a CD-ROM specially burned for this purpose. The
CD-ROM will contain the software tools to be used. These tools will be then installed on
a dedicated server. Their versions must be kept up to date. Whenever a software version
changes the audit has to be done using both the new and the old version.
The software to be used is:
shell script
for the OS auditing. This script will use md5sum, ls, rpm and other standard
Linux tools to take the ''picture'' of the system. The md5sum binary is available in
the texutils package. An sample of such a script is included in Appendix D. An ls
and md5sum entry in the result file would look like:
16276 -rw-r--r-1 root
root
805 Oct 28 08:46
/etc/passwd
4a6b6b8ef8c02b21d994f055f09ee3ec /etc/passwd

A list of the firewall rulebase will be obtained by this same script. A Linux diff
command will be used to compare the result files. Any slight difference should be
signaled.
nmap
for the network scans, connection testing and spoofing packets. Nmap can be
found at [39].
tcpdump
to listen for the scans. Tcpdump can be found at [40].
nessus
for the vulnerability scans. Nessus is available at [41].
The main device for the audit will be a PC running Linux. The PC has to be remastered
before every audit. For each part of the audit this PC will be connected to the respective

network switch and configured with a dedicated IP address. For the audit part that
involves Internet a modem connection will be made to a designed ISP and no other
network connection. This ISP must be informed about the purpose of this connection. It is
recommended not to use a low end PC since the scanning operations could take a
significant amount of resources.
The firewall itself will be used for the vulnerability scan.
3.1.4 The budget
The budget should be kept low as GIAC Enterprises has to be able to perform an audit of
the firewall any time it is necessary without constraints. The budget is divided in two
large parts:
•

•

human related
o business disruption due to intensive non productive network activities
o payment of the administrators extra hours
o time for the resolution of the found issues
material related
o hardware: a medium sized PC, few CD-ROMs
o software: freeware tools with Linux
o a modem and a low cost ISP connection

3.1.5 The risks
Auditing the firewall is not without risks. During the audit they should always be under
control and properly managed. Here are the identified risks:
1. The heavy load on the firewall and the other devices because of the scanning
might deny the service.
Solution: As said before the audit takes place at a minimum activity hour. Since
an audit is not a vulnerability assessment the scanning should not be too ''heavy''.
2. The audit generated logs could ''pollute'' the real logs.
Solution: Once the audit finished the log entries are re-parsed to eliminate the
entries generated by the audit.
3. The results of the audit might give sensitive informations to outsiders.
Solution: Since the audit is executed by the internal staff contractual obligations
are to be put in place in order to deny information leaks. Even if security through
obscurity never proved its qualities it is better to keep private things private.
4. There could be false alerts because of undocumented changes in the
configuration.
Solution: This is one of the roles of the audit: to improve the security related
activities. Following the audit the configuration procedures will be modified
accordingly.

3.2 Conducting the audit

3.2.1 Auditing the OS
For auditing the OS the script presented in Appendix D will be used. The script is to be
run as root. The script will check files in the important and stable directories of the Linux
server: /etc, /bin, /sbin, /usr, /lib, /boot, /var/spool/cron.
3.2.2 Auditing the filtering and the NAT
Check the firewall rulebase
The check of the firewall rules is quite straightforward since an old version of the
rules is stored in the result file of the OS audit script.
Connection tentatives to opened servers
The connection tentatives will take place from the allowed sources toward the
allowed destinations. For this nmap will be used on the audit host as follows
(example for the reverse proxy testing the port 80/tcp from the Internet):
/usr/local/bin/nmap -n -sT -P0 -p 80 1.1.1.2 -S 1.1.1.50
Starting nmap V. 2.54BETA28 ( www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
Interesting ports on (1.1.1.2):
Port
State
Service
80/tcp
open
http
Nmap run completed -- 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 0
seconds

The above options mean: scan the 1.1.1.2 server on its 80 port with a standard
TCP connect scan and no ping. Spoof the source address as 1.1.1.50.
On the scanned server (reverse proxy) tcpdump will be used as follows:
tcpdump -n
tcpdump: listening on eth0
13:36:34.006422 1.1.1.50.33198 > 192.168.6.7.http: S
2843724620:2843724620(0) win 8760 <mss 1460> (DF)
13:36:34.006606 192.168.6.7.http > 1.1.1.50.33198: S
3036762860:3036762860(0) ack 2843724621 win 32120 <mss 1460> (DF)
13:36:34.007737 1.1.1.50.33198 > 192.168.6.7.http: . 1:1(0) ack 1
win 8760 (DF)
13:36:34.009504 1.1.1.50.33198 > 192.168.6.7.http: R
2843724621:2843724621(0) win 8760 (DF)

As a result one can see the three-way handshake between the server and the
scanning host. The address translation works since on the listening server one can
find the 192.168.6.7 address as destination.
To check connections to the UDP servers the same nmap command is used but
with the -sU (UDP scan) option.

Network scan of the firewall
The network scan of the firewall will take place from all the networks connected
to it. The following scans will be executed (the examples are for scanning from
the Internet. Appropriate IP addresses will replace 1.1.1.2 for scans from the other
directions):
1. Normal scanning (ICMP, TCP and UDP)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

nmap -sP 1.1.1.2
nmap -sT -P0 -p 1-65535 1.1.1.2
nmap -sU -P0 -p 1-65535 1.1.1.2

Example of log file entry for TCP scan:
Jan 10 14:14:13 giacfw kernel: FW internet interface:
IN=eth1 OUT= MAC=00:10:5a:b4:89:36:08:00:20:19:68:7c:08:00
SRC=1.1.1.50 DST=1.1.1.2 LEN=44 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=255
ID=7534 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33446 DPT=79 WINDOW=876
0 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0

Example of tcpdump entry (after NAT):
14:13:39.949699 1.1.1.50.33436 > 192.168.6.8.http: S
1051078322:1051078322(0) win 8760 <mss 1460> (DF)
14:13:39.949796 192.168.6.8.http > 1.1.1.50.33436: S
2118322665:2118322665(0) ack 1051078323 win 32120 <mss 14
60> (DF)
14:13:39.951126 1.1.1.50.33436 > 192.168.6.8.http: R
1051078323:1051078323(0) win 0 (DF)

7. SYN scanning
8.
9.
10.

nmap -sS -P0 -p 1-65535 1.1.1.2

Example of log file entry:
Jan 10 14:26:58 giacfw kernel: FW internet interface:
IN=eth1 OUT= MAC=00:10:5a:b4:89:36:08:00:20:19:68:7c:08:00
SRC=1.1.1.50 DST=1.1.1.2 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=50
ID=7541 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=52946 DPT=79 WINDOW=3072
RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0

Example of tcpdump entry (after NAT):

14:27:51.627785 192.168.6.8.http > 1.1.1.50.52951: S
3009609759:3009609759(0) ack 900817994 win 32696 <mss 536>
(DF)

11. ACK scanning
12.
13.
14.

nmap -sA -P0 -p 1-65535 1.1.1.2

Example of log file entry:
Jan 10 22:19:17 giacfw kernel: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:10:5a:b4:89:36:08:00:20:19:68:7c:08:00
08:00 SRC=1.1.1.50 DST=1.1.1.2 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00
TTL=57 ID=65371 PROTO
=TCP SPT=56351 DPT=79 WINDOW=2048 RES=0x00 ACK URGP=0

Example of tcpdump entry (after NAT):
22:20:23.061605 1.1.1.50.42957 > 192.168.6.8.http: . ack
526970303 win 4096
22:20:23.061729 192.168.6.8.http > 1.1.1.50.42957: R
526970303:526970303(0) win 0 (DF)

15. FIN scanning
16.
17.
18.

nmap -sF -P0 -p 1-65535 1.1.1.2

Example of log file entry:
Jan 8 17:02:30 giacfw kernel: FW internet interface:
IN=eth1 OUT= MAC=00:10:5a:b4:89:36:08:00:20:19:68:7c:08:00
SRC=1.1.1.50 DST=1.1.1.2 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=57
ID=2778 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=62701 DPT=79 WINDOW=2048
RES=0x00 FIN URGP=0

Example of tcpdump entry (after NAT):
16:45:59.832112 1.1.1.50.62701 > 192.168.6.8.http: F 0:0(0)
win 2048 (DF)

19. Xmas tree scanning

20.
21.
22.

nmap -sX -P0 -p 1-65535 1.1.1.2

Example of log file entry:
Jan 8 17:03:09 giacfw kernel: FW internet interface:
IN=eth1 OUT= MAC=00:10:5a:b4:89:36:08:00:20:19:68:7c:08:00
SRC=1.1.1.50 DST=1.1.1.2 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=44
ID=2783 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=52644 DPT=79 WINDOW=1024
RES=0x00 URG PSH FIN URGP=0

Example of tcpdump entry (after NAT):
16:48:38.743474 1.1.1.50.49792 > 192.168.6.8.http: FP
0:0(0) win 1024 urg 0 (DF)

23. Null scanning
24.
25.
26.

nmap -sN -P0 -p 1-65535 1.1.1.2

Example of log file entry:
Jan 8 17:07:07 giacfw kernel: FW internet interface:
IN=eth1 OUT= MAC=00:10:5a:b4:89:36:08:00:20:19:68:7c:08:00
SRC=1.1.1.50 DST=1.1.1.2 LEN=40 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=42
ID=2795 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=58759 DPT=80 WINDOW=3072
RES=0x00 URGP=0

Example of tcpdump entry (after NAT):
No entry.
On the hosts protected by the firewall in the DMZs and on the internal servers the
command
tcpdump -w audit.out host <audit host IP>

will be issued to capture the incoming packets in the audit.out file.
As a result the logs of the firewall should reflect the reject of the closed ports and
the tcpdump output should let see only the legitimate connections.

Send spoofed addresses
Spoofed addresses are recognized as coming from a given interface and having
the IP address of another interface of the firewall.
To spoof an address the -S option of nmap will be used. For example:
nmap -P0 -p 1-65535 -S 192.168.2.1 192.168.6.1

when scanning from the ''public'' DMZ. On the firewall one should run:
tcpdump -n -i eth1

Vulnerability scan
The tool used for the vulnerability scan is Nessus. Nessus works in a server client mode, with or without a GUI. A database of vulnerability test plug-ins is
loaded onto the server engine. The client with a GUI connects to the server to
configure the scan options, then launch the scan. The tool includes nmap to do
network scanning. In our case the Nessus server and client will reside on the
firewall. After the audit Nessus will be uninstalled.
The steps of the Nessus scan:
1. Connect to the Nessus server
To start the vulnerability scan the user has to authenticate as in figure 10.
The user has to present a certificate generate by the Nessus server. This is
to insure that the scan is performed only by authorized personnel.
Figure 10: Authenticate with the Nessus client

2. Select plug-ins
After authentication the user will chose the plug-ins to use, i.e. the attacks
to be simulated as shown in figure 11.
Figure 11: Nessus plug-ins page

For every plug in there is a detailed explanation of the severity and the
implications of a such attack. A sample is shown in figure 12. For the scan
we are willing to do all the plug-ins should be enabled.
Figure 12: Sample of Nessus plugging explanation

3. Set the parameters of the scan
This is a delicate part of the vulnerability audit. The scanning techniques
that will be used should not disrupt the normal functioning of the firewall.
''Violent'' scanning options will not be used. Figures 13 and 14 show some
of the options to be used:
Figure 13: Nessus scan preferences

Figure 14: Nessus scan options

4. Select the target
As the vulnerability scan will run on the firewall itself the chosen target
will be 127.0.0.1. Since any traffic within the local network of the firewall
is permitted the result is not altered by the IP filtering.
5. Get the results
A sample result is shown in figure 15. One can see that for each possible
vulnerability Nessus gives extended explanations about the risks and the
solutions.

Figure 15: Sample of a Nessus scan result (not the GIAC Enterprises'
firewall)

3.3 Evaluating the audit
To evaluate the audit all the results obtained will be analyzed.
3.3.1 Evaluating the OS audit
1. Compare the resulting file with a previous audit resulting file. If this is the fist
audit, stop here. If it is not any difference reported mean:
o non documented modification
or
o unauthorized access on the server occurred
2. Store the resulting file.
3.3.2 Evaluating the filtering and NAT audit
Check the firewall rulebase
The differences in the firewall rulebase between two audits mean:

•
•

non documented modification
or
unauthorized access on the server occurred

Connection tentatives to opened servers
If a supposed open connection is not accessible:
•
•

the server is down
the firewall rules have changed. This should be already seen from the
previous point.

Network scan of the firewall
The sample results presented above were from a network scan from the Internet.
Scans from the DMZs and the internal LAN will have analog results but without
the address translation effect.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Normal scanning (TCP and UDP)
This results show what should be the usual job of the firewall: deny
connections tentatives on non authorized ports and let in the legitimate
packets (one can see the TCP three-way handshake the tcpdump output).
We check that the NAT is functioning.
SYN scanning
The SYN scan consist in sending TCP packets with the SYN bit set and
tear down the connection with a RST packet after a SYN-ACK response.
The firewall logs the SYN tentatives to closed ports and let pass the
others.
ACK scanning
The ACK scan consist in sending TCP packets with the ACK bit set. The
ACK scanning checks whether the firewall is a stateful or a stateless one.
Our firewall logs the illegitimate ACK packets and let pass those destined
to open ports. We see that the servers send a RST in response to the ACK.
FIN scanning
The FIN scan consist in sending TCP packets with the FIN bit set. We see
that the packets make it to the opened servers, but get no response.
Xmas tree scanning
The Xmas tree scan consists in sending TCP packets with the FIN, URG
ans PUSH bits set. These packets are reaching the opened servers, but get
no response.
Null scanning
The null scanning consists in sending TCP packets with all the bits set to
zero. These packets are logged by the firewall and do not reach the opened
servers.

Send spoofed addresses
The spoofed packets do not get logged by the firewall (the rejecting rule is
previous to the logging one) but they do not pass through.

Vulnerability scan
Generally the results of the vulnerability scan will be different from previous
audits as the capabilities of the auditing tool are improving and new
vulnerabilities are found. It is important to act quickly in patching, configuring
and upgrading as the fall of the firewall mean that all the GIAC Enterprises'
network is compromised.
3.3.3 Recommendations
The network components of GIAC Enterprises are build with a (very) tight budget in
mind. One can see that both, hardware and software tend to have the lowest price
possible. In the case of a rapid expansion of the company's e-business activities this could
rapidly become a frustrating bottleneck. A first recommendation would be to upgrade the
hardware of the border router, firewall and reverse proxy which are the most solicited
components.
Although the audit did not performed a denial of service attack one can see only by the
secondary effects of the scanning efforts that the present architecture is quite prone to
such an attack because a lot of traffic is traversing the only firewall of the company. A
successful denial of service attack against the firewall would deny the access to the
databases for all the GIAC Enterprises employees, thus compromising the whole
business. A second recommendation would be then to add an internal firewall, thus
moving the ''private'' DMZ closer to the internal LAN and farther from the Internet. In the
same time it would be advisable to use for the external firewall a different technology. A
different firewall technology would not share the same vulnerabilities as the internal
firewall, thus increasing the security. A possible layout is represented in figure 16.
Figure 16: Recommended network layout

4 Assignment 4 - Design Under Fire
For this part of the practical I chose the architecture proposed by Paul Carr at
http://www.giac.org/practical/Carr_Paul_GCFW.doc [42]. The layout of the architecture
is presented in figure 17:
Figure 17: Attacking this architecture

4.1 Attack against the firewall
The firewall in the figure 17 is a Checkpoint Firewall-1 [43] running on two Windows
2000 servers in a Stonebeat cluster [44]. The Stonebeat cluster load balances the
connections among the two firewalls. But, since the firewalls are of the same technology,
they probably share the same vulnerabilities.
Several vulnerabilities were signaled for the Checkpoint Firewall-1. Here are two of
them.
4.1.1 IP fragmentation denial of service
This vulnerability was issued by CERT as the Vulnerability Note #VU35958 [45]. The
overview of this vulnerability as stated by CERT is:
A large stream of IP traffic can monopolize the CPU of a Check Point
FireWall-1 firewall, resulting in a denial-of-service condition.
The vulnerable versions of the firewall software are 4.0 and 4.1 as earlier versions had
not been tested (no more supported by Checkpoint). The vulnerability was first notified
by Lance Spitzner on the BugTraq mailing list [46].
To exploit this vulnerability the attacker sends a stream of large IP packets to the firewall.
Firewall-1 reassembles all the packets before checking them against the firewalling rules
in the rulebase. This is the normal functioning of any stateful firewall. To prevent well
known attacks as Ping o' Death, Firewall-1 uses a mechanism - outside of its standard
logging capability - to log certain events that occur during the FireWall-1 virtual
reassembly process. These logging operations are exploited by the attacker since
extensive CPU power is required to log all the IP fragmentation anomalies.
Lack of CPU resources could deny the access of further traffic through the firewall,
leading to a denial of service.
To perpetrate such an attack jolt2 [47] would be used. This is originally an attack against
Windows systems. Since the firewall we attack runs on a Windows 2000 the choice of the
tool is rather natural. As seen it [47] the proof of concept code to use is not a complicated
one and it could be adapted to suit our needs.
To prevent this attack several visible measures were already taken by the author of the
architecture:
•
•

load balancing cluster of firewalls
deny any ICMP at border router level as ICMP is/was a preferred protocol to use
for such attacks

More is to come from the vendor as stated in [48] and suggested by [49].

4.1.2 RDP bypass vulnerability
By the CERT advisory CA-2001-17 [50] there is notified that the Checkpoint Firewall-1
software could allow remote users to send traffic through using the UDP port 259. This
vulnerability was first discovered by Inside Security GmBH and described in [51].
RDP stands for Reliable Data Protocol and it has nothing to do with the IP protocol 27
described in RFCs 908/1151 (see [52] and [53]). This is a Checkpoint proprietary UDP
protocol used by Firewall-1 to establish encrypted sessions. It uses the 259/udp port. The
default rulebase of the firewall allows this traffic to traverse. RDP has a simple header
containing a magic number and a command. Firewall-1 one only checks this header for
all UDP connections on port 259 before letting the packet pass and here is the
vulnerability.
An attacker could craft RDP packets thus creating an unauthorized tunnel through the
firewall. A corresponding trojan on the internal side of the firewall would compromise
completely the security policy.
To exploit this vulnerability one can refer to the proof of concept script provided by
Inside Security at [54]. The payload to transmit to the trojan inside would depend of the
attacker's final goal.
Is this an attack against the firewall or against the internal network? I think this attacks
the firewall since it brings it to the state of a non-filtering device. Even without a firewall
attacking the internal network with a peer to peer trojan could well be done on the
259/udp port. With the condition of having a trojan already passed through.
To protect against this attack there are two measures to be taken:
•
•

apply a patch from the vendor
work around by modifying the rulebase as described in [55]

4.2 Denial of service (DoS) attack
A widespread idea about denial of service attacks is that they take place at IP (e.g. ICMP
fragmentation attacks) or TCP (e.g. SYN flood) level. For such attack to succeed they
have to be perpetrated against a ''small'' networking device and/or from a lot of sources.
To attack the architecture in figure 17 we allegedly ''own'' 50 cable modem/DSL
compromised personal computers. We could try to SYN flood a system thus denying the
service, but the firewall might notice our attempt and denied it. We will try to use
legitimate traffic.
4.2.1 Choosing the victim

One can see on the figure 17 that after the cluster of firewalls and in front of the service
network there are: an encryption appliance (SonicWall from SonicGuard) and an antivirus gateway (InterScan VirusWall from Trend Micro).
We will focus on the anti-virus gateway since it is supposed to process all the traffic the
two routers and two firewalls let in. Since we will use legitimate traffic those devices
should not bother us. If the Windows 2000 server falls the powerful routers, firewalls and
switches are simply useless: nobody will be able to connect to the GIAC Enterprises web
server, no mail is leaving the company's network, no mail enters the company's network.
The anti-virus gateway is a bottleneck.
The anti-virus gateway is a Windows 2000 server placed between the SonicWall
appliance and the Cisco Catalyst 4840G switch responsible with the service network
connections and the load balancing of the web servers. All the SMTP and HTTP traffic is
scanned for known virus patterns. After the scan the Cisco switch is handling the packets
to their respective destination: SMTP server or the load-balanced web server.
How to ''choke'' an anti-virus gateway? Our DoS attack will simply take place at the
application level. We will mail-bomb GIAC Enterprises with virus infected attachment
files.
4.2.2 The attack
The tools to perpetrate the attack are not really available on the Internet. We will have to
create them from scratch.
The steps to be taken are:
1. Create an attachment file
We need a quite common file as some companies are filtering out what might not
be professional related attachments like .exe, .bat, .mp3, .jpg etc. So, we will craft
a Microsoft Word file. This file format is quite prone to virus infection because of
its unsecured macro features.
To be sure that the gateway will treat the file we will use the EICAR string inside
our file. EICAR is a non-viral string of code that most anti-virus software have
included in their signature definition files for testing purposes. This looks like:
X5O!P%@AP[4\PZX54(P^)7CC)7}$EICAR-STANDARD-ANTIVIRUS-TESTFILE!$H+H*

By encountering this string the anti-virus will be triggered automatically. For
more details see [57].

So the crafted file will be a .doc file containing the EICAR pattern.
2. Do some checking
It is important to know whether the mail server checks the source address. Some
mail servers do a reverse lookup of the connecting clients. We should use for our
attack IP addresses that are accepted by the mail server or we will never get to
pass out payload across the anti-virus gateway. We should also use source email
addresses that are not filtered off by the mail server. We could use an anonymizer
to hide us for the attack, but this means relying on its availability for our DoS: it
just does not do it.
The size of the file is important as some companies refuse files bigger than a
certain limit. To see if there is such a limitation we could try to send some large
emails destined to a well known address at GIAC Enterprises obtained from the
company's web server, like webmaster@giace.com or recruitments@giace.com.
Will that ring an alarm bell? Maybe not if we send an internet joke with some
large pictures in it, or a large job appliance.
We will also send an email to a random_address@giace.com to get a reply from
the mailer daemon. This is to see whether the mail server is (badly) configured to
return the whole body of the message in case of ''unknown user'' error. We could
not hope for better luck as the returning mail is passing again through our virus
checking target. We do not need to send a virus then, but a ''proper'' .doc file
which will be checked two times. It is unlikely to have such a configuration, but it
worths a try. The random_address@giace.com should always pass through the
mail server as it is unlikely that the user verification is done on the anti-virus. The
source of these testing emails will be kept almost anonymous by creating an
account on one of the various internet portals, or simply anonymized if possible.
3. Attack
We will send by email a compressed .doc file containing the EICAR pattern and
having a large size. Compression would force the gateway to decompress before
checking for viruses and this is more overhead. The compression will be better
and the work of parsing the decompressed file more important, if the .doc file
contains the same ASCII character all over, besides the EICAR pattern at the end.
To send the email we will not use a mail user agent (MUA) as it was not designed
to do mail-bombing. We will use a compiled program that will:
o
o
o
o
o

create packets with a spoofed IP source address
open a SMTP connection at GIAC Enterprises
randomly create a source email address in a domain accepted by the mail
server
randomly create a destination address in giace.com domain
send over the opened connection the compressed .doc file

o

do all above in an endless loop while forking enough children not to bring
down the attacking machine

This is to be done from all the 50 cable modem/DSL compromised systems
simultaneously.
4. Wait for the results
The success or failure of our attack is quite evident. If one can have access to
GIAC Enterprises web server or mail server, we failed.
4.2.3 Protection against this attack
The anti-virus gateway is the point of failure of the architecture since it sits in front of all
the service network. Our attack that used SMTP managed (if successful) to deny the
access to the HTTP server as well, the core of the GIAC Enterprises business. Therefore
the placement of the anti-virus gateway is not appropriate. Adding a load balancing
device and another Windows 2000 server will be enough maybe to stop an attack from 50
DSL systems, but what about 100?
The solution would be to move the anti-virus gateway from its actual place to the service
network. For each server that needs virus checking add an anti-virus gateway in front of
it. With a higher cost (that seems not to be the concern) the virus checking is parallelized
and an attack as above avoided.

4.3 Compromising an internal system
4.3.1 Choosing the victim
The architecture in figure 17 does not provide Internet access for the internal users other
than the email via SMTP. As this is the only way to get into the internal network the
chosen victim will be the external mail relay.
As stated in the architecture document, all the components are either Cisco or Microsoft.
In that case the mail server should be a Microsoft Exchange Server.
4.3.2 The attack(s)
To compromise the external mail relay we will try to exploit two of the known
vulnerabilities of the Microsoft Exchange Server.
1. IMC EHLO response buffer overflow
This vulnerability is described in [58] and discussed in [59].
Microsoft Exchange Server 5.5 (one of the most deployed mail servers) use
Internet Mail Collector (IMC) to provide SMTP. SMTP consists of several basic

operations that email clients and servers use to identify one another and deliver
email. The EHLO command is one of these basic operations.
When an EHLO command is executed, the queried server attempts to identify the
client by way of a reverse DNS lookup.
When an email client connects to the SMTP service and issues an EHLO
command, the server formulates the following response to be delivered to the
client:
250-email server name hello client DNS name

The email server name is the name of the system running the mail server. The
client DNS name is the name the IMC obtains by performing a reverse DNS name
lookup on the client IP address.
Although DNS names can be up to 255 characters in length, the stack buffer used
to formulate the message is not large enough to accommodate the entire message.
Specifically, a flaw exists in that the buffer is too small for the email server name,
" hello " text, and the client DNS name.
So, to exploit this vulnerability the attacker must have a reverse DNS entry tricky
enough to do a buffer overflow. This should be possible by:
o
o

having his/her own DNS server
using DNS spoofing techniques

To format the reverse lookup record one might take a look to [60] as a reference
for buffer overflowing techniques. The code included in the DNS record would
execute the transfer of a root kit via the port 25/tcp.
Nevertheless this attack seems unlikely to happen because of the difficulty to have
registered a ''proper'' reverse record (Microsoft rates this vulnerability as
''moderate'' probably because of this). We have not to forget although that a
cracker is not necessarily a college student with some time to spend. Organized
attacks mean that somebody is motivated enough and ready to assume the evil
that is doing. A mere reverse DNS record would not be a problem to obtain for
him.
2. Windows SMTP service bypass vulnerability
This vulnerability is described at [61].
As an anti-spam rule the mail relaying should not be permitted on the mail
servers. Relaying would allow a remote user to send mail using the company's
bandwidth and CPU resources and hide his/her identity. A mail server that

permits relaying could be blacklisted by Internet authorities. Other mail servers,
that use these blacklists to avoid spam would deny any legitimate mail coming
from GIAC Enterprises.
Relaying mail could largely help the DoS attack described in section 4.2, making
sure that the inbound and outbound stream traverses the anti-virus gateway.
The SMTP implementation by Microsoft permits the AUTH command via a
NTLM challenge-response authentication. Because NTLM permits null session
credentials, once this accomplished, an anonymous remote user would use the
SMTP server to relay mail.
Here is a sample of this exploit inspired by [62]:
telnet 145.247.64.8 25
Trying 145.247.64.8...
Connected to 145.247.64.8.
Escape character is '^]'.
220 smtp.giace.com ESMTP Server (Microsoft Exchange Internet Mail
Service 5.5.2448.0) ready
helo foo
250 smtp.giace.com Hello [1.1.1.50]
MAIL From:<>
250 2.1.0 <>....Sender OK
RCPT To:<iSpam@victim.com>
550 5.7.1 Unable to relay for iSpam@victim.com
AUTH NTLM <etc, etc>
334 <etc, etc>
<etc, etc>
235 2.7.0 Authentication successful
MAIL From:<>
503 5.5.2 Sender already specified
RCPT To:<iSpam@victim.com>
250 2.1.5 iSpam@victim.com
DATA
354 Start mail input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF>
Subject: here comes a virus
MIME encapsulated virus infected .doc file
.
250 2.6.0 <W2KShlQ6QpPpSML5liF00000001@smtp.giace.com> Queued
mail for delivery
QUIT
221 2.0.0 smtp.giace.com Service closing transmission channel
Connection closed by foreign host.

Seeing the first refused RCPT TO: command it is evident that the server does not
permit relaying. But, after the AUTH NTLM with null credentials the relaying is
successful.

4.3.3 Protection against these attack(s)
1. IMC EHLO response buffer overflow
To protect against this attack the administrator of the mail server should apply a
patch from the vendor (see [63]).
2. Windows SMTP service bypass vulnerability
To protect against this attack the administrator of the mail server should apply a
patch from the vendor (see [64]).

A Border router ACLs
hostname giac
!
service password-encryption
aaa authentication login admin local
username admin password AdminPassword
!
interface FastEthernet0
description Internal Interface
ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.252
ip access-group 100 out
no ip directed-broadcast
no ip unreachables
no ip proxy-arp
no ip redirects
!
interface Serial0
description External Interface
ip address 1.1.1.10 255.255.255.252
ip access-group 101 in
no ip directed-broadcast
no ip unreachables
no ip proxy-arp
no ip redirects
!
no service tcp-small-servers
no service udp-small-servers
no service finger
no cdp run
no mop run
no ntp master
no snmp-server
no ip bootp server
no ip http server
no ip domain-lookup
!
no ip source-route
!
service timestamps debug datetime msec localtime show-timezone

service timestamps log datetime msec localtime show-timezone
clock timezone WET +1
clock summer-time zone recurring
ntp source Ethernet0
ntp update-calendar
ntp server 1.1.1.2
!
service timestamps log datetime localtime
logging buffered 4096 informational
logging console emergencies
logging 1.1.1.2
!
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 1.1.1.11
ip route 1.1.1.2 255.255.255.255 1.1.1.2
!
no access-list 99
access-list 99 permit host 1.1.1.2
access-list 99 deny any
!
line vty 0 4
access-class 99 in
exec-timeout 5 0
transport input ssh
transport output none
transport preferred none
login authentication admin
history size 256
!
access-list 100 allow ip host 1.1.1.2 any
! deny all the rest
access-list 100 deny ip any any log
!
no ip access-list extended 101
ip access-list extended 101
!
acess-list 101 deny ip 1.1.1.2 0.0.0.0 any log
!
access-list 101 deny ip 0.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip host 255.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 127.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
!
access-list 101 deny ip 0.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
! 1.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 is the subnet used for this example
! comment out for a "real-life" configuration
! access-list 101 deny ip 1.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 2.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 5.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 7.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 23.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 27.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 31.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 36.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 39.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 41.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 42.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 49.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log

access-list 101 deny ip 50.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 58.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 60.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 70.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 72.0.0.0 7.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 82.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 84.0.0.0 3.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 88.0.0.0 7.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 96.0.0.0 31.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 197.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 198.18.0.0 0.1.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 201.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 222.0.0.0 1.255.255.255 any log
!
access-list 101 deny ip 224.0.0.0 15.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 240.0.0.0 7.255.255.255 any log
!
access-list 101 deny ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 172.16.0.0 0.15.255.255 any log
access-list 101 deny ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.255.255 any log
!
access-list 101 deny ip 192.0.2.0 0.0.0.255 any log
!
access-list 101 deny ip 169.254.0.0 0.0.255.255 any log
!
access-list 101 permit icmp any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 3 0 ! net-unreachable
access-list 101 permit icmp any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 3 1 ! host-unreachable
access-list 101 permit icmp any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 3 3 ! port-unreachable
access-list 101 permit icmp any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 3 4 ! packet-too-big
access-list 101 permit icmp any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 3 13 !
administratively-prohibited
access-list 101 permit icmp any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 4
! source-quench
access-list 101 permit icmp any 1.1.1.0 0.0.0.4 11 0 ! ttl-exceeded
!
! Deny some noisy services
! NetBIOS
access-list 101 deny tcp any any range 135 139
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 135 139
! spooler
access-list 101 deny tcp any any range 515
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 515
! X-Windows
access-list 101 deny tcp any any range 6000 6255 log
! TFTP, SNMP
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 69 log
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 161 162 log
! syslog comming from outside
access-list 101 deny udp any any range 514 log
! Let anything else in
access-list 101 permit any any
line con 0
login local
! logout idle console access after two min
exec-timeout 2 0
end
!

B Firewall configuration script
#!/bin/bash
#@(#) Firewall configuration for GIAC Enterprises
# by Horia Horvat
#
# Variables
#
# The interfaces
lo_NIC="lo"
# The loopback
lan_NIC="eth0"
# The internal LAN side
public_NIC="eth1"
# The ''public'' DMZ side
private_NIC="eth2"
# The ''private'' DMZ side
internet_NIC="eth3"
# The internet side
#
# The IP addresses of the interfaces. They are obtained from the
current configuration
lo_IP="127.0.0.1"
lan_IP=`ifconfig $lan_NIC | awk '/inet addr/{split($2,a,":");print
a[2]}'`
public_IP=`ifconfig $public_NIC | awk '/inet
addr/{split($2,a,":");print a[2]}'`
private_IP=`ifconfig $private_NIC | awk '/inet
addr/{split($2,a,":");print a[2]}'`
internet_IP=`ifconfig $internet_NIC | awk '/inet
addr/{split($2,a,":");print a[2]}'`
#
# IP adresses of the different servers
#
# From the internal LAN
lanMail_IP="192.168.2.5"
# Internal mail and Notes server
lanDNS_IP="192.168.2.6"
# Internal DNS server
lanAdm_IP="192.168.5.5"
# The administration host
# From the ''public DMZ"
pubMail_IP="192.168.6.5"
# External mail server
pubNotes_IP="192.168.6.6"
# External Notes server
pubReverse_IP="192.168.6.7"
# Reverse proxy
pubProxy_IP="192.168.6.8"
# Proxy for web access
pubIPSEC_IP="192.168.6.9"
# IPSEC gateway
pubDNS_IP="192.168.6.10"
# External DNS server
# From the ''private'' DMZ
privColl_IP="192.168.1.5"
# ''The Collection''
privAcc_IP="192.168.1.6"
# ''The Accounting''
privShop_IP="192.168.1.7"
# ''The Shop''
privFTP_IP="192.168.1.8"
# The FTP server
privNTP_IP="192.168.1.9"
# The NTP server
privSys_IP="192.168.1.10"
# The syslog server
# From the internet
intRouter_IP="1.1.1.1"
# The internal interface of the
border router
intDNS_IP="1.1.1.30"
# ISP's DNS server

# Network addresses
# Loopback
lo_net="127.0.0.0/8"
# From the internal LAN
lanOp_net="192.168.3.0/24"
#
lanCorp_net="192.168.4.0/24"
#
lanAdm_net="192.168.5.0/24"
#
# From the "public" DMZ
pubSup_net="192.168.7.0/24"
#
gateway
pubPart_net="192.168.8.0/24"
#
#
# Preparing the OS
#
# Loading the iptables module
modprobe ip_tables
# Enable forwarding
echo "1" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward

Operators network
Corporate network
Administrators network
Suppliers from the IPSEC
Partners from the IPSEC gateway

# Disable ICMP echo-request to broadcast addresses
# We don't want to be a Smurf amplifier
echo "1" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_broadcasts
# Shut off source-routing and enable IP spoof detection for all network
interfaces
# No source-routed packets
echo "0" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/all/accept_source_route
# Enable source-address verification (anti spoofing).
# The value 2 means use Ingress filtering as per RFC 1812.
echo "2" > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/all/rp_filter
done
echo "Done"
# Make clean
echo -n "Flush tables"
iptables -t filter -F
iptables -t nat -F
iptables -t mangle -F
echo -n "Remove modules"
rmmod ip_conntrack_ftp
rmmod ip_nat_ftp
rmmod ipt_state
rmmod iptable_nat
rmmod ip_conntrack
# Default policies
iptables -P INPUT DROP
iptables -P OUTPUT DROP
iptables -P FORWARD DROP
#
echo "Creating chains for packets local to the firewall"

iptables -N local
iptables -F local
echo "Done"
echo "Creating chains for packets comming from the internal LAN"
iptables -N lan
iptables -F lan
echo "Done"
echo "Creating chains for packets comming from the public DMZ"
iptables -N public
iptables -F public
echo "Done"
echo "Creating chains for packets comming from the private DMZ"
iptables -N private
iptables -F private
echo "Done"
echo "Creating chains for packets comming from the Internet"
iptables -N internet
iptables -F internet
echo "Done"
#
echo "Creating the forward chains"
# Internet to public
iptables -N internet2public
iptables -F internet2public
# Internet to private
iptables -N internet2private
iptables -F internet2private
# Internet to internal LAN
iptables -N internet2lan
iptables -F internet2lan
# LAN to public
iptables -N lan2public
iptables -F lan2public
# LAN to private
iptables -N lan2private
iptables -F lan2private
# LAN to internet
iptables -N lan2internet
iptables -F lan2internet
# Public to Internet
iptables -N public2internet
iptables -F public2internet
# Public to private
iptables -N public2private
iptables -F public2private
# Public to LAN
iptables -N public2lan
iptables -F public2lan
# Private to internet
iptables -N private2internet
iptables -F private2internet
# Private to public

iptables -N private2public
iptables -F private2public
# Private to internal LAN
iptables -N private2lan
iptables -F private2lan
echo "Done"
#
# The firewall rules
# Each rule will be part of a chain.
# At the end of the script the chains will be activated
echo "Setting up for local traffic"
# Allow all traffic if the interface is the loopback
iptables -A local -m state --state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
echo "Done"
echo "Setting up the internal LAN interface"
# Antispoofing"
iptables -A lan -s $internet_IP -j DROP
iptables -A lan -s $lo_net -j DROP
iptables -A lan -s $public_IP -j DROP
iptables -A lan -s $private_IP -j DROP
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A lan -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# Administration traffic
iptables -A lan -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $lan_IP --dport 22 -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A lan -j LOG --log-prefix "FW lan interface: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A lan -j DROP
echo "done"
echo "Setting up the public DMZ interface"
# Antispoofing"
iptables -A public -s $internet_IP -j DROP
iptables -A public -s $lo_net -j DROP
iptables -A public -s $lan_IP -j DROP
iptables -A public -s $private_IP -j DROP
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A public -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A public -j LOG --log-prefix "FW public interface: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A public -j DROP
echo "done"
echo "Setting up the private DMZ interface"
# Antispoofing"
iptables -A private -s $internet_IP -j DROP
iptables -A private -s $lo_net -j DROP
iptables -A private -s $lan_IP -j DROP
iptables -A private -s $public_IP -j DROP
# Already established or related traffic allowed

iptables -A private -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A private -j LOG --log-prefix "FW private interface: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A private -j DROP
echo "done"
echo "Setting up the
# Antispoofing"
iptables -A internet
iptables -A internet
iptables -A internet
iptables -A internet

external interface"
-s
-s
-s
-s

$public_IP -j DROP
$lo_net -j DROP
$lan_IP -j DROP
$private_IP -j DROP

# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A internet -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A internet -j LOG --log-prefix "FW internet interface: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A internet -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Setting up the OUTPUT chain"
# NTP synchronisation
iptables -A OUTPUT -p udp -s $private_IP -d $privNTP_IP --dport 123 -j
ACCEPT
# Syslog
iptables -A OUTPUT -p udp -s $private_IP -d $privSys_IP --dport 514 -j
ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A OUTPUT -j LOG --log-prefix "FW OUTPUT: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A OUTPUT -j DROP
echo "Done"
#
# Setting up the forwarding
#
echo "Forwarding from the internal LAN to the public DMZ"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A lan2public -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# Web browsing for operators, corporate and administrators
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanOp_net -d $pubProxy_IP --dport
3128 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanCorp_net -d $pubProxy_IP --dport
3128 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_net -d $pubProxy_IP --dport
3128 -j ACCEPT
# Email routing to the external mail server
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanMail_IP -d $pubMail_IP --dport 25
-j ACCEPT
# Notes replication between the internal and external Notes server
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanMail_IP -d $pubNotes_IP --dport
1352 -j ACCEPT
# Zone transfers between internal (secondary) DNS server and the
external DNS server

iptables -A lan2public -p udp -s $lanDNS_IP -d
ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanDNS_IP -d
ACCEPT
# Administration via SSH
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d
j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d
22 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d
ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d
ACCEPT
# Administration of the external Notes server
iptables -A lan2public -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d
1352 -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A lan2public -j LOG --log-prefix "FW
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A lan2public -j DROP

$pubDNS_IP --dport 53 -j
$pubDNS_IP --dport 53 -j
$pubMail_IP --dport 22 $pubNotes_IP --dport 22
$pubReverse_IP --dport
$pubProxy_IP --dport 22
$pubDNS_IP --dport 22 -j
$pubDNS_IP --dport 22 -j
$pubNotes_IP --dport
lan to public: "

echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the internal LAN to the private DMZ"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A lan2public -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# MySQL access for operators and corporate
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanOp_net -d $privColl_IP --dport
3306 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanCorp_net -d $privColl_IP --dport
3306 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanCorp_net -d $privAcc_IP --dport
3306 -j ACCEPT
# Administration via SSH
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $privColl_IP --dport 22
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $privAcc_IP --dport 22
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $privShop_IP --dport 22
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $privFTP_IP --dport 22
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $privNTP_IP --dport 22
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A lan2private -p tcp -s $lanAdm_IP -d $privSys_IP --dport 22
-j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A lan2private -j LOG --log-prefix "FW lan to private: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A lan2private -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the internal LAN to the Internet"

# Nothing allowed
iptables -A lan2internet -j LOG --log-prefix "FW lan to internet: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A lan2internet -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the public DMZ to the private DMZ"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A public2private -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT
# The reverse proxy querying The Shop
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubReverse_IP -d $privShop_IP -dport 80 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubReverse_IP -d $privShop_IP -dport 443 -j ACCEPT
# Syslog
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubMail_IP -d $privSys_IP --dport
514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubNotes_IP -d $privSys_IP -dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubReverse_IP -d $privSys_IP -dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubProxy_IP -d $privSys_IP -dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubIPSEC_IP -d $privSys_IP -dport 514 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubDNS_IP -d $privSys_IP --dport
514 -j ACCEPT
# Time synchronisation
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubMail_IP -d $privNTP_IP --dport
123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubNotes_IP -d $privNTP_IP -dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubReverse_IP -d $privNTP_IP -dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubProxy_IP -d $privNTP_IP -dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubIPSEC_IP -d $privNTP_IP -dport 123 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2private -p udp -s $pubDNS_IP -d $privNTP_IP --dport
123 -j ACCEPT
# Suppliers after IPSEC connections
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubSup_net -d $privFTP_IP --dport
21 -j ACCEPT
# Partners after IPSEC connections
iptables -A public2private -p tcp -s $pubPart_net -d $privFTP_IP -dport 21 -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A public2private -j LOG --log-prefix "FW public to private: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A public2private -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the public DMZ to the internal LAN"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A public2lan -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# Mail routing to the internal mail server

iptables -A public2lan -p tcp -s $pubMail_IP -d $lanMail_IP --dport 25
-j ACCEPT
# Lotus Notes replications between external and internal Notes servers
iptables -A public2lan -p tcp -s $pubNotes_IP -d $lanMail_IP --dport
1352 -j ACCEPT
# Lotus Notes administration
iptables -A public2lan -p tcp -s $pubNotes_IP -d $lanAdm_IP --dport
1352 -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A public2lan -j LOG --log-prefix "FW public to lan: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A public2lan -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the public DMZ to the internet"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A public2internet -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT
# Access for the direct proxy
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubProxy_IP -j ACCEPT
# Access for the external mail server
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubMail_IP --dport 25 -j ACCEPT
# Access for the external Notes server to the mobile sales laptops
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubNotes_IP --dport 1352 -j
ACCEPT
# DNS forwarding to the ISP's DNS server
iptables -A public2internet -p udp -s $pubDNS_IP -d $intDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2internet -p tcp -s $pubDNS_IP -d $intDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT
# IPSEC for suppliers and partners. No AH.
iptables -A public2internet -p udp -s $pubIPSEC_IP --dport 500 -j
ACCEPT
# iptables -A public2internet -p ah -s $pubIPSEC_IP -j ACCEPT
iptables -A public2internet -p esp -s $pubIPSEC_IP -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A public2internet -j LOG --log-prefix "FW public to internet:
"
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A public2internet -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the private DMZ to the public DMZ"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A private2public -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT
# DNS queries for the private servers
iptables -A private2public -p udp -s $privColl_IP -d $pubDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p udp -s $privAcc_IP -d $pubDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p udp -s $privShop_IP -d $pubDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p udp -s $privFTP_IP -d $pubDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A private2public -p udp -s $privNTP_IP -d $pubDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT

iptables -A private2public -p udp -s $privSys_IP -d $pubDNS_IP --dport
53 -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A private2public -j LOG --log-prefix "FW private to public: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A private2public -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the private DMZ to the Internet"
# Nothing allowed
iptables -A private2internet -j LOG --log-prefix "FW private to
internet: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A private2internet -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the private DMZ to the internal LAN"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A private2lan -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A private2lan -j LOG --log-prefix "FW private to lan: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A private2lan -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the Internet to the internal LAN"
# Nothing allowed
iptables -A internet2lan -j LOG --log-prefix "FW internet to lan: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A internet2lan -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the Internet to the private DMZ"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A internet2private -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT
# Border router time synchronisation
iptables -A internet2private -p udp -s $intRouter_IP -d $privNTP_IP -dport 123 -j ACCEPT
# Border router syslog
iptables -A internet2private -p udp -s $intRouter_IP -d $privSys_IP -dport 514 -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A internet2private -j LOG --log-prefix "FW internet to
private: "
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A internet2private -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Forwarding from the Internet to the public DMZ"
# Already established or related traffic allowed
iptables -A internet2public -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT
# Customers connecting to the reverse proxy serving The Shop
iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubReverse_IP --dport 80 -j
ACCEPT

iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubReverse_IP --dport 443 -j
ACCEPT
# Email for GIAC Enterprises
iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubMail_IP --dport 25 -j ACCEPT
# Lotus Notes from the mobile sales
iptables -A internet2public -p tcp -d $pubNotes_IP --dport 1372 -j
ACCEPT
# IPSEC from suppliers and partners. No AH
iptables -A internet2public -p udp -d $pubIPSEC_IP --dport 500 -j
ACCEPT
# iptables -A internet2public -p ah -d $pubIPSEC_IP -j ACCEPT
iptables -A internet2public -p esp -d $pubIPSEC_IP -j ACCEPT
# Log anything else
iptables -A internet2public -j LOG --log-prefix "FW internet to public:
"
# Drop all after logging
iptables -A internet2public -j DROP
echo "Done"
echo "Network address translations from out internet address"
# To the mail server
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d $internet_IP
-dport 25 \
-j DNAT --to-destination $pubMail_IP:25
# To the Notes server
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d $internet_IP
-dport 1352 \
-j DNAT --to-destination $pubNotes_IP:1352
# To the reverse proxy
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d $internet_IP
-dport 80 \
-j DNAT --to-destination $pubReverse_IP:80
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p tcp -d $internet_IP
-dport 443 \
-j DNAT --to-destination $pubReverse_IP:443
# To IPSEC gateway
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p udp -d $internet_IP
-dport 500 \
-j DNAT --to-destination $pubIPSEC_IP:500
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p esp -d $internet_IP
-j DNAT --to-destination $pubIPSEC_IP
echo "Done"
echo "Network address translations for the border router"
# Time synchronisation
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p udp -s $intRouter_IP
-d $internet_IP \
--dport 123 -j DNAT --to-destination
$privNTP_IP:123
# Syslog
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i $internet_NIC -p udp -s $intRouter_IP
-d $internet_IP \
--dport 514 -j DNAT --to-destination
$privSys_IP:514
echo "Done"
echo "Setting up the masquerading"

-

-

-

\

iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubMail_IP -o $internet_NIC -j SNAT
\
--to-source $internet_IP
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubNotes_IP -o $internet_NIC -j SNAT
\
--to-source $internet_IP
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubReverse_IP -o $internet_NIC -j
SNAT \
--to-source $internet_IP
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubProxy_IP -o $internet_NIC -j SNAT
\
--to-source $internet_IP
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubIPSEC_IP -o $internet_NIC -j SNAT
\
--to-source $internet_IP
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s $pubDNS_IP -o $internet_NIC -j SNAT \
--to-source $internet_IP
echo "Done"
echo "Loading necessary modules"
# For the NAT
modprobe iptable_nat
# For the FTP connection tracking
modprobe ip_conntrack_ftp
echo "Done"
echo "Activating the chains"
# For the firewall itself
iptables -A INPUT -i $lan_NIC -j lan
iptables -A INPUT -i $internet_NIC -j internet
iptables -A INPUT -i $public_NIC -j public
iptables -A INPUT -i $private_NIC -j private
iptables -A INPUT -i $lo_NIC -j local
iptables -A FORWARD -i $internet_NIC -o $public_NIC -j internet2public
iptables -A FORWARD -i $public_NIC -o $internet_NIC -j public2internet
iptables -A FORWARD -i $lan_NIC -o $public_NIC -j lan2public
iptables -A FORWARD -i $public_NIC -o $lan_NIC -j public2lan
iptables -A FORWARD -i $lan_NIC -o $private_NIC -j lan2private
iptables -A FORWARD -i $private_NIC -o $lan_NIC -j private2lan
iptables -A FORWARD -i $public_NIC -o $private_NIC -j public2private
iptables -A FORWARD -i $private_NIC -o $public_NIC -j private2public
iptables -A FORWARD -i $private_NIC -o $internet_NIC -j
private2internet
iptables -A FORWARD -i $internet_NIC -o $private_NIC -j
internet2private
iptables -A FORWARD -i $internet_NIC -o $lan_NIC -j internet2lan
iptables -A FORWARD -i $lan_NIC -o $internet_NIC -j lan2internet
echo "Done"
echo "Firewall configuration finished"

C FreeSwan configuration file

# FreeSwan configuration for the GIAC Entreprises
config setup
interfaces=%defaultroute
klipsdebug=none
plutodebug=none
plutoload=%search
plutostart=%search
conn %default
keyingtries=0
# Connection for the Big partner
conn big_partner
# left is for Local
left=%defaultroute
leftsubnet=192.168.8.0/24
# right is for Remote
# This is the big partner's IPSEC gateway IP address
right=2.2.2.2
# This is the big partner's subnet behind the IPSEC gateway
rightsubnet=10.1.0.0/16
# Start the tunnel at boot time
auto=start
# Key life
keylife=30m
# IKE renegotiation
ikelifetime=2h
# Defined perfect forward secrecy
pfs=yes
# Defines authentication by the following publc keys
authby=rsaig
# IDs for the both ends
leftid=@gw-vpn.local.GIAC
rightid=@big.parter.GIAC
# The public keys
# To obtain real keys do:
# /usr/local/lib/ipsec/ipsec rsasigkey 2048 >> mykey
leftrsasigkey=0xleft-public-key
rightrsaigkey=0xright-public-key
# More partners and suppliers configurations to follow

D OS audit script
#!/bin/bash
#@(#) Sample audit script for Linux host
# by Horia Horvat
PATH=/bin:/usr/bin:/sbin
# The list of directories to be checked

dirList="/etc /bin /sbin /usr /lib /boot /var/spool/cron"
# The result file
resultFile="audit\_"`hostname`"."`date +%Y%m%d`".out"
exec > $resultFile
# For each directory in the directory list
for dir in $dirList
do
# For every file in the directory
find $dir -type f | while read file
do
# List it
ls -li $file
# Do a MD5 sum
md5sum $file
done
done
# List of the installed packages
rpm -qa
# Get the network parameters
ifconfig -a
netstat -nr
# List of the firewall rules
for table in filter nat mangle
do
iptables -L -t $table
done
# End of the script
exit 0
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